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THE FOLLOWING GUIDES ARE AVAILABLE:

Competitive Swimming & Diving
Archery-Golf
Basketball
Bowling-Fencing
Field Hockey-Lacrosse
Gymnastics
Soccer-Speedball-Flag Football
Softball
Tennis-Badminton-Squash
Track and Field
Team Handball-Racquetball-Orienteering
Volleyball

TIPS AND TECHNIQUES

Aquatics
Basketball- Volleyball

RULES

Basketball
Field Hockey-Lacrosse (pocket size)
Skiing
Softball
Volleyball

PUBLISHED ANNUALLY
Competitive Swimming & Diving Guide, Basketball Guide & Rules, Track and
Field Guide, and Volleyball Guide and Rules.

THE REST WILL BE PUBLISHED BIENNIALLY
For a catalog of current editions, prices and order information, please write:

AAHPER Promotion Unit
1201 16th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

See inside back cover for a listing of additional NAGWS/AAHP ER publications.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT

The National Association for Girls and Women in Sport is a nonprofit, educational
organization designed to serve the needs of participants, teachers, coaches, leaders
and administrators in sports programs for girls and women. It is one of seven
associations of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recrea-
tion.

PURPOSE

The purpose of the-National Association for Girls and Women in Spot t is to foster
the development of sports programs for the enrichment of the life of the participant.

BELIEFS

The National Association for Girls am Women in Sport believes that:
Sports are an integral part of the culture in which we. live.
Sports programs are a part of the total educational experience of the participant

when conducted in educational institutions.
Opportunities for instruction and participation in sports appropriate to her skill

level should be included in the experience of every girl.
Sports skills and sports participation are valuable social and recreational tools

which may be used to enrich the lives of women in our society.
Competition and cooperation may be demonstrated in all sports programs, al-

though the type and intensity of the compeiition and cooperation will vary with the
degree or level of skill of the participants.

An understanding of the relationship between competition and cooperation and the
utilization of both within the aux.pied framework ofour society is one of the desirable
outcomes of sports participation.

rhysical activity is important in the maintenance of the general health of the
participant.

Participation in soorts contributes to the development of self-confidenee and to the
establishment of desirable interpersonal relationships.

FUNCTIONS

The National Association for Girls and Women in Sport promotes desirable sports
programs through:

I . Formulating and publicizing guiding principles and standards for the adminis-
trator, leader, official, and player.

/. Publishing and ,nterpreting rules governing sports for girls and women.
3. Providinp, the means for training, evaluating, and ratiag officials,
4. Disseminating information on the conduct of uirls and women's sports.
5. Stimulating, evaluating, and disseminating research in the field of girls and

women's sports.
6. CoOperating with allied groups interested in girls and women's sports in order to

formulate policies and rules that affect the conduct of women's sports.
7. Providing opportunities for the development of leadership among girls and

wlmen for the conduct of their sports programs.
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STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN

Standards in sports activities for girls and women should be based upon the
following:

I. Sports activities fm girls and women should be taught, coached, and officiated
by qualified women whenever and wherever possible.

2. Programs should provide every girl with a wide variety of activities.
3. he results of competition should be judged in terms of bemlib to the particip-

ants rather than by the winning of championships or the athletic or commerical
advantage to schools or organizations.

Health and Safety Standards for Players
Carjul supervision of the health of all Wayers must he provided by
. An examination by a qualified physician

2. Written permission by a qualified physician after serious illness or injury
3. Removal of players when they are injffed or overfatigued or show signs of

emotional instability
4. A healthful, safe-and sanitary environment for sports activity
5. Limitation of competition to a geographical area which will permit players to

return at reasonable hours; provision of safe transportation.

Generai Policies

I. Select the meMbers of all teams so that they play against those of approximately
the same ability and maturity.

2. Arrange the schedule of games and practices so as not to place demands on the
team or player which would jeopardize the educational objectives of the com-
prehensive sports program.

3. Discourage any girl trom practicing with, or playing with, a team for more than
one group thile competing in that sport during the same sport season.

4. Promote social events in connection with all forms of competition.

SOURCES OE' INFORMATION AND SEIRVXE

All requests for infoimation about services should be addressed to: Executive
Secretary. Nittional Association for Girls and Women in Spolt (NAGWS).
AAHPER, (201 - 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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PREFACE
This N A GWS Aquatics Guide: Tips and Techniques for Teachers and Coaches, a

biennial production, represents a "first" in a new publication series by the 1'4. innal
Association for Girls and Women in Sport. ArtIcles covering a wide sr: i..u/t; of
aquatic sport are presented as timely aids to teachers and coaches.

In case you have looked for official rules, a former inclusion ip
Aquatics Guide, these are now found in separate publications: the ,WS Swim-
ming and Diving Guide, August 1977-1978 and the NAGWS Syn. hronized Swim-
ming Rules, .ionuary :978-1979.

The NAGWS continues to seek input from all interested indivWuals as to how it
can best provide publications and other materials that will facilitate the growth of
quality sport programs in America. Your comments to the Guide chairpersons or the
national office are invited.

Our sincere appreciation is extended to Marjorie M. Harris, Chairperson, for her
diligence and thoroughness in preparation of this first edition.
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OLYMPIC NAIADS

PAULA WELCH

Paula Welch received the B.S. degree from Florida State 11 nftersity, Tallahas-
see, the M if. degree jr:nn George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville,
Tennessee, and the Ed.D_ from the Univershy (y. North Carolina at
Greensboro. She has done e.vtensive research relating to the history of the
Amefican woman in sport and currently is tc,iching at the University of Florida
in the Professional Physical Education Department, College of Physical Educa-
tion, Heahh, and Recreation.

Since their debut in the Antwerp Olympic Games of 1920. America's naiads have
amassed 47 gold medals, 31 ilver medals and 31 bronze medals. Included in this
impressive array of Olympi, laurels arc 10 instances in which Americans have
finished 1-2-3 in the same event.

Swimming first appeared as an Olympic sport for women in 1912.( I) The Games
of 1916 were not held because of World War I. America's later entry into Olympic
swimming was largely because of James E. Sullivan's opposition to woolen's
participation in sport. The influential Sullivan was president of th. kmateur Athletic
Union (A AU) and secretary of the American Olympic Committee ( AOC), Women's
swimming came under A AU jurisdiction in November 1914 after Sullivan's death in
August 1914.(5) Without Sullivan's objections women began to emerga as serious
swirnming competitors through A A U support. In 1917, the Women's Swimming
Association of New York City (WS A) was organized and pro,,ided additional
competitive opportunities for distaff swimmers. Most of the 1920 Olympic swim-
mers were trained by the WSA.(9)

The 1920 Olympians won all swimming events open to women which included the
first three plw:es in both the 100- and 300-meter freestyle races and the championship
in the 400-meter relay. The United States first Olympic swimming gold medalist was
Ethelda Bleihtrey. Bleihtrey placed first in both individual events and anchored the
400-meter relay teama 15)

The United States dominated the swimming competition at the Paris Games of
1924. The second Olympic swimming temp won five out of six events. Americans
finished 1-2-3 in both the 100-meter freestyle aila the 400-meter freestyle events.
Geruude Ederle led the U.S. women by acquiring a gold medal in the 400-meter relay
and bronze medals in the 100- and 4(10-meter freestyle events.(2)

America's third Olympic. aquatic entry claimed three out of five titles at the
Amsterdam Olympics in 1928. The United States 100-meter. freestyle, 400-meter
freestyle, and 400-meter relay entries collected gold medals. Silver and bronze
medals were won in the 100- and 400-meter freestyle events. Americans did not
qualify foi medals in the 103-meter backstroke or the 200-meter breaststroke.

Martha Norelius was the first American woman to win gold medals in two different
Olympiads. In 1924, Nocclius won the 400-meter freestyle event. In 1928, she
rereated that feat in addition to winning three out of four individual swimming events
and the 400-meter relay title.(3)

Not a single gold medal was won by American women in the swimming events at
the 1936 Berlin Olympics. Furthermore, the United States finished third in the
400-meter relay, the first loss since entering the event in the 1920 Games. Only two
other swimming medals were claimed by Americans for third place performances in
the 100-meter backstroke and the 400-meter freestyle.(7)
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The United States might have won the backstroke title in Berlin had it not been for
the dismis::.al of champion backstroker Eleanor Holm Jarrett. Jarrett was dismissed
from the team because of drinking on board the ship during the trip to Berlin. The
controversial Jarrett maintained that training rules were never clearly established and
she was not guilty of breaking training ruks.( 17) Jarrett's dismissal marks the first
instance in which all American woman was expelled froni an Olympic team.

War caused cancellation of the 1940 and 1944 Olympics. The Olympic Games
were resumed in 1948. Ann Curtis emerged as a leader in the post-war London
Olympics. Curtis placed first in the 400-meter relay team and acquired a silver medal
in the 100-meter freestyle event. With a silver medal in the 100-meter backstroke
Americans claimed one medal in all events except for the 200-meter breasktroke.(8)

Evelyn Kawamoto, third place finisher in the 400-meter freestyle, was the only
American who won an individual medal in the 1952 Hdsinki Games. Kawamoto was
also a member of the third place 400-meter relay team. American naiads failed to
finish in any of the top three places in the 100-meter freestyle or the 200-meter
breaststroke.( 16)

Leadine swimming medalist of the 1960 Rome Games was Christine Von Saltza.
Von Saltza anchored both the gold medal 400-meter medley relay and the 400-meter
freestyle teams. She acquired another cold medal in the 400-meter freestyle and a
silver medal in the 100-meter freestyle race.(12) Two additional titles were claimed
by Americans in the 100-meter breaststroke and the 1(X)-meter butterfly. The breast-
stroke was the only event in which Americans failed to finish among the top three
places.( 11)

In Tokyo, the 1964 U.S. Olympians swept the 400-meter freestyk and the
400-meter individual medley. They dominated both relay events. Americans placed
first and third in the 100-meter backstroke and the 100-meter butterfly. Other
accomplishments included a second anti third finish in the 100-meter freestyle and for
the first time a medal in the 200-meter breaststroke. Claudia Kolb won a silver medal
in the breaststroke race.(10) Sharon Strouder's three gold medals in the 400-meter
freestyle, medley relays and the 100-meter butterfly as well as her silver medal in the
100-meter freestyle event was an unprecedented achievement.(4)

For the first time in the hktory of the Olympic Games the athletes were summoned
to compete in a Latin American city. At Mexico City, in 1968. Arnerica's swimmers
led by Deborah Meyer collected 12 gold medals, 7 silver medals, and 8 bronze
medals. Meyer set Olympic records in the 200-, 400- and 800-meter freestyle events.
When the Games had ended the United States possessed an unbefievabk 12 out of 14
OlymPic championships.(6)

In Munich, the .1972 U.S. Olympians won half of the 14 swimming events.
Melissa Belote led the Americans by acquiring two gold medals in the 100- and
200-meter backstroke races and.a gold medal for swimming a kg of the 400-meter
medley relay. For the fourth consecutive Olympiad American girls won both the
400-meter freestyk and the 400-meter medley relay.( 13)

The United States' only gold medal perforinance in the 1976 Montreal Olympics
occurred in the 400-meter freestyle ielay. The 400-meter medley relay team finished
in second place. Shirley Babashoff was the numt successful American naiad at the
Montreal Games. Babashoff was a member of the championship 400-meter freestyle
relay team and won silver medals in the 200- . 400- and 8(X)-meter freestyle events.
Two bronze medals were won by A:nericans in the 800-meter freestyle and the
100-meter butterfly competition.(14)

A AU control and organization during thc formative years of women's Olympic
swimming provided a foundation for continued development of the sport in America.
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Virtually all women who have entered Olympic swimming competition received
training through A AU affiliated swimming clubs. Absence of educational institu-
tions from Olympic preparation until recently reflects the conservative attitude
toward competition expressed by most women physical educators. The Association
for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women is providing more opportunities for highly
skilled women to pursue challenging competition and will no doubt contribute to the
development of Olympic swimmers in the United States.
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SWIMNASTICS*

MG SHOLT1S

MG Shohis received the B.ed. decree from the University of Miami, Coral
Gables, Florida, and the M.S. and Sixth Year Professional Diploma from
Southern Connecticut State College in New Haven, Connecticut. She is the
recipient of the 1976 Mable Lee Award from AAHPER, the 1975 EDA Out-
standing Teacher Award and tlw 1975 CAHPER Professional Service Award.
Author of two handbooks: Swimnastics Is Fun and Slimnastics Is Fun, MG
Sholtis is an assistant professor of recreation and leisure education at Southern
Connecticut State College.

Swimnastics is the study of various conditioning programs designed to attain and
maintain physical fitness through water activities. Swimnastics is designed to en-
courage one to become involved in recreational water activities, so that he or she may
reap better personal fitness rewards while having fun! Using sound teaching princi-
ples, swi mastics can be enjoyed with benefit by young and old,.healthy and infirm,
and swimmers and nonswimmers.

There is a demand for qualified personnel to instigate. organize, administer and
evaluate swimnastics programs each year. Every health, physical education and
recreation curriculum should give students an opportunity to study the various
innovative and creative techniques and methods employed in such programs. Swi m-
nastics can easily be incorporated into existing swimming instructional programs at
any level. They can also he altered to meet the needs of special populations.

Origin and Development

The dictionary. defines recreation as "refreshment after toil or the "act of
creating anew. Swimnastics is an outgrowth of physical therapy and hydrotherapy
which offer temporary relief front discomfort and pain. During the past several years,
health experts have come to realize that exercises and activities created especially for
swimming areas can satiate a need for relief while toning the muscles, strengthening
the heart, improving circulation and pacifying the spirit of people of' all ages and
conditions. For these reasons, swimnastics is not only popular with municipal and
private recreational agency clientele, but also very helpful for elderly participants and
other special population groups.

Because of its great scope of possibilities, swinmastics has a strong appeal for the
college student and general public. From an educational point of view, it afThrds an
opportunity for creating experiences in an aquatic environment while facilitating the
mastery of fundamental swimming skills.

Terminology

Ditty Bag a small household plastic bag
Mainstreaming incorporation of members of special populations into regular

swimnastics activities
Special Event an activity designed for water carnivals and/or water dem-

onstrations
Special Populations those individuals who have learning difficulties and/or

certain incapacitating conditions

'This artielc is taken from MG Muftis hook. Sounturstirt A Fun (AAHPER, 1975T
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Swimnastics the study of vatious conditioning prcgrams designed to attain and
maintain physical fitness through water activities while the body is submerged
in water

Safety First

Before choosing swimnasfic activity, sound teaching principles require that cau-
tion be exercised in the evaluation of games, contests, stunts, relays, and/or con-
ditioning programs in terrnsOPtheir suitability and benefit to the participants. Some
factors that influence the suitability of recreational water activities are:

Comfort of the participants -- temperature of both air and water
1. Age
3. Abilhy
4. Sex
5. Number of participants
6. Time allotment
7. Water space
8. Equipment availability
9. Swimmers' interests and preferences

10. Relationship to instructor
I I . Danger
12. Benefits
13. Practicality
14. Social benefits
Once the instructor has taken care of all the safety practices, he or she can

concentrate on the beneficial recreational water activity.

Types of S wi m nasti es

Any fun-filled activity that can be adapted to an aquatic environment has the
potential to become a swimnastics idea:

I . Water exercises various combinations of calesthenics. circuit training pat-
terns, exercises to music. aquacises. aquathenics, and even belly dancing to
encourage individual figure control

1. Relays and races desiped to increase stamina and enduranceon an individual
and team competition basis

3. Novelty games individual, partner. group, novice, beginner. intermediate,
swimmer and lifesaving activities to facilitate the mastery of skill on all levels

4. Sports water-related and adapted games such as water polo, basketball.
volleyball, field hockey, etc.

5. Drills various exercise drills and repetition in circle, diagonal and line
variations

6. Conditioning programs those programs especially designed to meet the needs
of competitive teams, senior citizens, handicapped. etc.

7. Special events culminating activities for programming such as water carni-
vals, synchronized swimming routines, skill testing and combatives.

8. Special population activities those activities designed to meet the needs of
adaptives, handicapped, disabled, blind, geriatrics, etc.

Equipment and Supplies

A swimnastics program is relatively inexpensive. Students will enjoy a scavenger
hunt to locate items that will bring them many hours of fun in the water. Occasionally.
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the instructor may contribute an extra item or two, but
the participant should contain the following goodies:

1 small bag of balloons
2 ping pong balls
5 pennies
1 sheet newspaper
1 pair 40" shoelaces
2 plastic corks
I rubber ball (hand size)

the "ditty bag" provided by

1 plastic spoon
6 band aids
1 small stone
matches
birthday candles
I whistle
2 plastic straws

Teaching Hints at Skill Levels
The swimnastics instructor should be ever mindful of the influencing factors which

govern the suitability and benefits of recreational water activities. The instructor
should:

I . Emphasize activities which keep the entire group active
2. Make the membership of teams equal in number and ability to preserve the

challenge of a competitive situation
3. Exercise judicious control over the participants
4. Be enthusiastic without dominating the group. The instructor's personality will

help make the game fun.
5. Explain each game, stunt or relay completely and clearly. Ask for questions.

a. Rules should be simple and safe.
b. Rules should be changed if they do not In the situation or the facilities.

c. A winner always should be announced.
At the learn-to-swim level, especially with children, swimming should be an

enjoyable activity. Where possible, everything should be a game or stunt. The
instructor should find out the ability and interest of the group and give the students

games and stunts they enjoy which reinforce skills and basic water adjustment.
At the junior level, a sense of accomplishment can be obtained by using skills and

strokes already learned; repetition will encourage mastery. Relays and games with

the element of competition should be used to alleviate boredom and monotony.
Endurance and stamina can be increased at this level.

At the end of the activity, the instructor should line up members of the group and
quiet them down. A winner should be declared in a competitive situation, and a brief

explanation given on why the activity was included in the class session. Always
dismiss a class under control good safety practice!

"Mainstreaming" through Swimnastics Activities
Swimnastics offers an opportunity to incorporate members of special population

groups into regular swimming classes and/or activities. There are innumerable
adaptations that instructors can make to game rules and equipment, so that disabled

individuals can participate actively and constructively. It is vitally important that
individuals be given the opportunity to share in the joy of discovery while having

personal needs for movement met. Remember, water activities arc for the benefit of

all!
The values of a recreational swimming program for the retarded and physically

handicapped are limitless. Persons who have learning difficulties and certain hand-
icapping conditions arc exposed to an improved learniug environment, namely the
water. A handicapped person benefits from water-learning swimming lesson pro-
grams at any level of instruction. They can be altered to meet the needs of special
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populations. A swimnastics program is innovative and creative. It can be a valuable
adjunct to fitness programs in schools and colleges, recreation departments, retire-
ment facilities, camps and youth-serving facilities such as YMCAs and YWCAs.
The benefits, especially to the elderly and handicapped, are immeasurable. Most
important, swirnnastics programs offer everyone an opportunity to enjoy recreational
water activities while reaping better personal fitness rewards and having fun!

SWIMNASTICS IS FUN!
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Sailing is learned primarily on the water, not in the classroom. The teacher must be
able to balance theory and practice to help the student grasp the concepts and skills
involved. Too many facts often hinder learning while not enough information can
prove frustrating. In a sport as complex as sailing, it is a challenge to simplify
experiences in an effort to facilitate success for the beginner.

The purpose of this article is to share some insights and make some suggestions for
teaching beginning sailors. The situation to which most of these suggestions relate is
group instruction in dingies where one or two students sail in each boat. However, the
ideas are also applicable to teaching either a private lesson or a small group in a trainer
boat.

The task of rigging can be overwhelming to the beginner. Start by presenting the
bare necessities to get the boat properly rigged and unrigged. Teach only the knots
and terminology necessary to accomplish the task. Briefly discuss the essential tools:
tiller, rudder, centerboard and sails. Do a quick demonstration on rigging and then let
the class rig its own boats. With a fair amount of time, a few words of assistance and
some patience, the boats can be completely rigged and unrigged successfully.

The first day out, sailing is exciting but it should be well thought out so that the
students have a positive experience and fears are minimized. Remember to simplify
the experience and concentrate on a few specific tasks. Three important considera-
tions to stress the first time out are positioning in the boat, steering and changing tacks
by coming about. Specifying positioning in the boat is important because beginners
will have a constant reference if they always sit to windward, forward of the end of the
tiller if possible, and facing the sail. Steering is less confusing if the skipper has a
specific point or landmark toward which to head. Trial and crror then teaches the
skipper how the tiller works.

Changing tacks by coming about, rather than by jibing, allows the beginner more
time to change position and reorganize. Since wind direction is usually confusing to
the beginner, it is also necessary to specify the direction the boat should turn when
coming about. Emphasize that the skipper faces forward when changing sides and
watching how far the boat is turning. Again, it is best to have an object toward which
to head after tacking. To simplify the procedure of tacking, avoid use of the hiking
stick if possible. With regard to sail trim, the class needs only to be told to pull the sail
in if it luffs and to let it out if the boat is heeling too far.

A good initial exercise is to reach toward a marker or landmark. come about and
reach back toward the dm:: or another marker. Do not require that the markers be
rounded because that is too difficult for beginners. This experience should give the
sailors some feel for steering, an awareness of where to position themselves in the
boat and some idea of the meaning of changing tacks.



Within the first few lessons, each sailor should experiencecapsizing in a controlled
situation. If the boats are not self-rescuing or if the water is excessively cold, this
exercise becomes difficult if not impossible. Many fears can be avoided if each sailor
is confident of being able to handle a capsize. When using self-rescuing boats, beware
of youngsters who are too light to right the boat .or individuals who have trouble
getting back into the boat.

The terms. "heading up" and "bearing off." are often used when directing
beginners on the water but the actual concept involved is surprisingly difficult for
bettinners to grasp. This may be because beginners have trouble keeping track of
wind direction. Discussion of the terms and specific experiences on the water serve to
check the skipper's understanding. Many beginners have to remember which way the
tiller goes toward the sail or away from the sail rather than being aware of the
boat turning toward the wind or away from the wind. This latter perception usually
takes time to recognize directly.

Once beginners have been in a boat, they are better able to relate to explanations of
what is happening while under sail. The basic theories of sailing can be introduced.
Students are generdly interested in the dynamics of the sail and the centerboard. Such
information helps them to understand the importance of sailing "just-off-a-I uff" and
why sailing downwind is slow. The familiar sailing compass is useful for diagram-
ming the relationships of the wind, the sail and the boat. However it is important to
remember that although the sailing compass is very simple and all inclusive to the
experienced sailor, it is not so easily understood by the beginner. When initially
discussing theory and describing the compass, avoid using the terms beat, reach and
run. Concentrate on sail trim in relation to changes in heading and on changing tacks
by coming about and jibing.

It is imperative for the sailing experiences to be composed of relatively easy task::
so that the students can begin to understand the theory in practice. By continuing to
give specific tasks. the instructor can judge to some degree how well the students are
progressing. The tasks can gradually become more difficult by changing the angle of
the reach until the course is windward-leeward. Devising obstacle courses also adds
variety. Remember that wind velocity greatly affects the difficulty of a given
exercise.

While doing a modified reaching course on a light-Wind day. jibing practice can be
introduced. The sailor would jibe at the more leeward marker and perhaps go around
the more windward mark. Landings also require some special attention. One or two
boats at a time can be practicing landings while the others are working on the modified
reaching course. If a dock is not near the instnictional area, a moored boat will do fine
for practicing landings.

At some point, particularly if teaching on a small lake where the wind is very
shifty. it is necessary to teach how to get out of irons. Most bc.ginning sailors can
relate very well to this experience. The effect of a backwinded jib also needs to be
explained so that those mysterious come abouts are finally understood.

Sailing efficiently upwind is the most difficult aspect of sailing for most beginners.
The approach suggested here is one of slowly working up to sailing upwind. The,most
common faults when beating are not pulling in the sails, not using fine and quick
enough adjustments with the tiller. and not concentrating on the jib luff. Sailing
upwind requires a feeling for working the boat, for sensing how high to point while
maintaining speed This takes experience.

Teaching sailing is most rewarding when the students experience success and
accomplishment. They are no longer beginners once they can sail a triangular course
alone.
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A CASE FOR KAYAKING

BARBARA FECHT

Barbara Fecht received her B.S. degree from Washington State University.
Pullman, and her M.S. degree from the University of Illinois, Champaign.
Urbana. As an instructor at Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, she has
developed and implemented an educational kayaking program.

Each year more people are spending money, time and effort for recreational
pursuits on our outdocr aquatic resources, and all too many have pursued an untimely
death. Statistics provided by the American Canoe Association show several re-
vealing facts concerning river-running fatalities. For instance, a higher fatality rate
occurs during the spring months when rivers are usually higher and swifter, the
weather and water are colder and participants likely to be less prepared. In 1973, 68
percent of the canoe-related accidents or fatalities were attributed to cold water and
weather, 53 percent were caused by inadequate skills and 37 percent were caused by
inadequate or no flotation. Further statistics reveal 58 percent of the fatalities
occurring between the ages of 12 and 24 and 94 percent involving males.' Because
statistics seem to show an increase in young people engaging in a potentially
dangerous sport without adequate knowle4e, it seems necessary to evaluate the
statistics in relation to the motivations and knowledee of the whitewater paddler, and
also to evaluate the programs offered to these individuals.

Some whitewater participants are -danger-seekers," possessing what has been
labeled recently "the Deliverance Syndrome." Others, however, are seeking a true
evaluation of their physical and mental capztbilities, escaping from stressful situations
in tune with an overpopulated world, and attempting to coexist with and appreciate
the beauty of their natural environment. For whatever reasons, the number of
whitewater participants is increasing, and along with this comes an increase in ease of
obtaining whitewater equipment. Although there is a definite concern in all areas of
whitewater boating. it becomes intensified in the emerging whitewater sport of
kayaking. This specific concern stems from the lack of instructional guidelines and
programs such as those included in high schools, colleges and clubs; the lack of
widespread knowledge concerning safety equipment and techniques; and the poten-
tially vulnerable situations the novice kayaker may encounter.

If, in fact, river-running fatalities seem to be more prevalent among high school
and college-age individuals, and if at this age we find an abundance of adventurous
individuals, it would seem logical and perhaps ideal to direct the kayaking instruc-
tional programs toward these age groups. However, upon inspection one finds a
definite lack in the number of educational kayaking programs offered at either the
high school or college levels. It is hoped that those interested in kayaking will
understand that this type of program is more feasible than realized and will Pui::;:c the
development of courses in their institutions.

Water

It is obvious that water is one imperative requirement for a program in kayaking.
Ideally, the program that has access to an indoor pool. a pond or lake and a river with
areas of excessive pooling to areas of challenging whitewatcr. can accommodate all

'David G. Cowart. "Course Safety Programs: A Presentation to the National Water Safety Congresg:".
Milwaukee. WI April 17. 1975. pp. 12-18.
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levels of skill progression. For the beginner, the pool eliminates such problems as
cold water, currents, excessive wird and submerg.:d objects, and provides clear,
warm water for rolling progressions. The pond, providing a less confined area for
practicing acquired flatwater skills and introducing natural obstru,:ons to the novice,
serves as a gradual progression from pool to river sessions. Rivers should ideally have
a variety, of offerings. Poolings generally appear at most water levels and are useful
for rolling practice, for grouping and recuperating below a rapid and for practicing
necessary rescue techni.t!ues. The fast water sections should include riffles and short
rapids with adequate pools below. These areas can be utilized by all skill levels,
particularly the novice, a boater v..,;,n flatwater and beginning whitewater skills.
Beyond these stipulations, the chameter of the river can change to challenge.eve,1 the
advanced students seeking more difficult runs comprised of rock eardens, haystacks,
reversals and stoppers.

One should not become anxious when visualizing limited facilies compared to the
above ideal description. Often pooling areas of a river must substitute for a pond or
even a swimming pool, or one may need to conduct an entire iltroductory course in a
pool situation. Other programs which must be restricted to school facilities during the
week can incorporate weekend trips to neighboring rivers or lakes. With adequate
transportation and experienced shuttlers, one can handle many students during a
weekend, and often this period becomes ideal for incorporating interdisciplinary field
experiences in such areas as history. biology, geology and outdoor teacher education.
if one remembers not to dwell on the limitations of a program, even the most modest
of facilities cah be used efficiently to produce a highly successful program.

Equipment

In addition to water, equipment becomes a necessity. An introdbcory program
may start with a modest fleet, a few paddles and an adequate number of float bags.
However, as soon as the course progresses to open water the equipment art-a must
also expand. Personal notation devices, helmets and rescue equipment become
mandatory. Beyond this. spray skirts, storage bags and wet suits can serve to extend
the program to more exciting water, longer trips and cooler weather and water
situations. Equipment can be purchased ready-made from various retailers through-
out the country. It' one is inclined to take the less expensive route, there are kits
available Ind of conrse, for the extremely ambitious, most equipment can be
constructed if raw materials, molds, expertise in working with resins and lots of
patience are avaihble. This method of obtaining equipment can cut expenses in nal f,
an attractive statenxiit to niost budget committees.

Instructor
The third basic necessity is a know tedgeable instructor. most critical to the success

and safety of the program. Thc instructor not only should have command of the basic
skills and advanced rescue techniques. but also should have great strength in judg-
ment through whitewater experience. Many times this experience will determine the
safety of all students involved. In addition, there is a need for knowledge in the area of
equipment, first aid and preventive safety. With careful trip preparation, an instructor
can use all of this knowledge to prevent use of inadequate equipment and supplies and
damage to or loss of equipment. More important. loss of life and injury can be
prevented by avoiding situations which require skills beyond those of the student.

There are several methods by which an instructor can acquire the skills and
knowledge to lead a program. One can seek out an instructional program or series of
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workshops, join an established club and follow the examples of knowledgeable
participants, enlist the services of a kayaker to teach a course in which the potential
instructor participates, or enlist the services of such an individual to extend the course
beyond the limitations of the instructor. No matter what method is, Pursued, the
instructor will certainly feel a great sense of ac':omplishment in eventually obtaining
personal skills and passing this knowledge on to eager students. Certainly after the
instructor develops enough precision and judgment to be fully engrossed in the
turbulence...he or she can help the student discover the amplified thrill in working a
river" rather than simply "running it." One cannot help but feel a thrill in outwitting
the monstrous haystacks and holes, and yet each should know the resrect due the
unyielding torrents during intense seconds of misjudgment. lt,iing such experiences
in teaching can help facilitate self-realization and enrich the educational experiences
of our students.



TEACHING SWIMMING TO SEVERELY
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When a course for insh-uctors to teach swimming to the handicapped was included
in a speciahzed Master's degree program dealing with physical education for the
handicapped, the instructor trainer felt that the course should oft& and emphasize a
practical experience. In planning for the program, arrangements were made to offer
swimming to two groups of severely and profoundly retarded children and young
adults from two nearby regional centers for the retarded. As a result of the course and
the experience of working with the severely and profoundly retarded, this article is
presented offering guidelines and suggestions. There is no intent to indicate that these
are the answers or only methods for efficiently and effectively teaching the severely
or profoundly retarded individual to swim or enjoy the water. It is hoped that the
program will be maintained to allow a continuous evaluation of appioaches and
methods of teaching.

Descriptions of Severely and
Profoundly Retarded Individuals

Severely retarded individuals are basically totally dependent on others. Although
they may have a small vocabulary and limited abilities in self-care, they need to be
cared for and protected. Because the individuals' physical abilities and perceptual
abilities are extremely limited, instruction is difficult, thus, it is important to have an
instructor-student ratio of one-to-one.

The profound!) retarded are similar, although categorically lower functioning,
with a lower IQ and considerably less speech and self-care abilities. In addition to
having impairments in speech, language and motor development-physical coordina-
tion, the profoundly retarded may also suffer from other impairments such as
blindness, deafness or cerebral palsy.

Values of A Swimming Program

To the severely or profoundly retarded individual, whose existence so often
consists of habitual daily rituals, the values derived from experiencing the freedom of
the water are immeasurable. One important aspect in the development of any human
being, whether retarded or not, is stimulation, and a swimming program offers the
stimulation of new feelings, sights and sounds.

Another value derived from a swimming program is physical development the
strengthening of muscles through exercise, the stretching out of constantly contracted
muscles, and muscular coordination. Using this medium for such a goal is of
exceptional importance, for movements become easier when performed in the water.
A severely or profoundly retarded individual, 'whose muscles often are poorly
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developed through lack of use, may gain a greater range of movements and utilize
more muscle groups while in the water.

Still another value is socialization. This is not to say that one individual might getacquainted with another or karn group behavior; tht, severely or profoundly retardedindividual cannot function at that level. However, by being in a group, hearing eachotha, seeing and touching each other, these individuals may get a sense of being withpeople, which is important not only to the basic human self, but also aids in theindividual's overall development.
One final value derived from a diversified swimming program iF that of a sense ofachievement. The severely and profoundly retarded do realize achievement. Al-though the achieved goal itselfmay be minute, the sense of accomplishment, to them,is not, and it may then carry over to other areas and aid in their overall development.

Objectives of the Program
When evaluating a program for the severely or profoundly retarded, an important

key is whether the specific objectives as well as the overall objectives of the programwere satisfied. The objectives are not solely that the individual ends up a safeswimmer (although this may t e a product of the instruction), but also that the personhas the viMies which may be derived from a swimming program. If the individual has
experienced new stimulation, achieved greater physical development, been exposed
to a social atmosphere and tasted achievement, then the objectives have been met andperhaps the individual may have learned to swim in the process. The swimming
program for the severely or profoundly retarded must be centered around theindividwd .

Skills To Be Taught

Teaching of i.kills to the severely and profoundly retarded is very limited and veryslow. Skills must be simple and the entire swimming program must be very elemen-tary.
Perhaps the most important part of the swimming irvtruction is presenting theproper skills and providing sufficient practice so that a pattern of movement can bedeveloped. In this program, the most prevalent swimming stroke was found to be ahead-up freestyle using a bicycle kick with alteraating arm movements under water.Blowing bubbles, breath holding, putting the head under water, and floating on thefront and back are fundamental requirements in becoming adjusted to the water. Justas important, however, arc the means of propulsion, which involve kicking on thefront and back and an arm stroke on both the front and back. Once each skill is

practiced, the next step is that of combination and coordination. 'The instructor shouldnot expect a great deal, especially in the performance of a skillful stroke. Gaining
even slight proficiency, in any skill, may be an extremely long and tiringprocess. Theswimming instructor will need to be well versed in a variety of swimming skillprogressions with emphasis on beginner skills. The skills taught depend on thecapabilities of the individual.

Methods and Approaches

Some methods proposed for the teaching or skills to the mentally retarded are thespiral concept,' the multisensory approach, the game approach, and the Modified

'Walter. Ersing, "The Spiral Concept . An Approach In Tea..line Swimming To The Developmentally
Disabled And Mentally Retarded," Tiw Physical Educator 31, no. 2 May 1975. 72-74.



Gabrielsen's Total Push-Kick Method.2 Limited experimentation with the Gab-

rielsen Method was utilized, and it suited the needs of these individuals. It was

learned by experience that the individuals usually had to be persuaded, sometimes

forcibly, to perform and practice certain skills.
In the implementation of the chosen method there are many teaching suggestions.

Try to maintain a one-to-one teacher-pupil ratio. Before even attempting a class or

lesson, the instructor must know as much about the individual as possible because it

will affect the entire teaching structure. A method of communication needs to be

established in many cases. The instructor may need to develop some knowledge of

signaling or gesturing before the first swimming session. A case history, which is

necessary for safety as well as teehnique, provides information on those who are

prone to seizures or other exceptional behavioral traits. These students should wear

identifying oathing snits or caps to distinguish them from the others.

The teacher's attitude is of utmost importance in a program of this nature. Patience

and understanding are vital. Caring for a person with severe retardation requires tact,

compassion and imagination in arranging a swimming program. Constantly speak to

the individual, use his/her name often, and maintain eye contact. Smile and laugh.

Seek facial expressions tlnd responses. One of the most important things to remember

is nt:ver underestimate the retarded individual.
Care must be taken not to strain tightly contracted muscles. Try to achieve large

motion of the limbs with clapping, splashing and kicking. Locomotion is em-
phasized, not exact mechanics. Do not wait for proficiency in one particular skill

before moving to another, for it may never arrive.
Flotation devices enable the individual to gain more freedom and independence in

the water and leave the instructor free to manipulate and pattern the desired move-

ments. The type of flotation device used depends upon the individual. Using the

oelt-type flotation device enables part of the belt to be eliminated as the individual

gains experience skill.
In conclusion, when preparing a swimming program for severely or profoundly

retarded individuals there are a vast number of variables which must be considered.

Some which have not been discussed are transportation, shower and dressing

facilities, medication and staff.

Bundschuh u al. "Teaching the Retarded to Swim. Mental Retardation Ill. no. 3: June 1972.

14-17.
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A HYDRODYNAMIC APPROACH
SWIMMING ANALYSIS
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When ovaluating swimming form, teachers or coaches frequently judge the strokeon the basis of how closely it resemb;es a model performance exhibited by asuccessful competitor. Unfortunately, however, the techniques of champions oftenare copied without consideration for the relative merits of the mechanical details ofthe performance. Consequently, the ineffective as well as the effective characteristics
are imitated. A review of popular swimming iiterature usually provides the readerwith descriptions of swimming movereents which are stated in general terms and
offer little explanation of why such movements are proper or effective. Similarly,faults in technique are identified with no clear rationale as to why they detract fromthe performance. As more teachers and coaches are beComing familiar with the
hydrodynamic principles basic to understanding swimming technique, more accurateinformation is being given to the learner and competitor to expedite.skill develop-ment.

Research in swimming continues to provide answers to common practical ques-tions, although the dissemination of this information from researcher to teacher has'been limited. It is hoped that the following discussion, based on fluid mechanics andresearch findings, will serve to clarify the factors affecting a swimmer's per-formance. With the recognition and understanding of the nature of the forces acting
on the swimmer's body and body segments, the teacher and coach will be in a betterposition to analyze any given stroke technique and to prescribe modifications neces-sary for improvement.

Forces Acting Against the Swimmer
Total body drag is the force which resists the body's forward motion through thewater. It is the sum of three different sources of resistance surface drag, wave dragand profile drag.
Surface drag, or skin friction, is a retarding force caused by the water flowingbackward along those surfaces of the body which move forward through the water.Compared to the other types ofdrag it is probably of least significance. The smootherthe skin and swimming suit and the smaller the i ace area of the body, the smaller

this source of resistance. The use of oils, lotions ot other coatings applied to the bodyhave not been shown to increase skin friction.
A second source of resistance is wave drag, caused by the formation of waves at thewater's surface in front of the moving swimmer. As the speed of the swimmer

increases, the size of these bow waves increases and the "wall" of water pressesbackward against the swimmer, just as the wave against a bridge piling exerts more
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force as the speed of flow increases in a river. Bow waves will be formed against the

leading surface of any parts of the body moving through the air-water interface, as

illustrated in Figure 1 . The formation of bow waves also will increase with up and

down movements of the body as well as with swimming speed. When theswimmer is

completely submerged, wave drag is eliminated.

Figure 1. Wave drag against the head and recovering arm traveling forward through the surface of the

water.

The most significant form of resistance in swimming is profile drag, often referred

to as form drag or viscous pressure drag. The amount of profile drag depends on the

size, shape and speed of the swimmer. As the body moves forward through still

water, the water flows backward relative to the body. The water is spread apart to

allow the body to pass through it. The greater the frontal area of the body and body

parts which iuove forward through the water, the greater is the drag. it is called

pressure drag because of the difference in pressure formed between the front and back

surfaces of the part moving through the water. High pressure zones are created on the

leading surfaces of the body, and low pressure zones are formed at the downstream

sides where the water is turbulent, thus creating a suction effect (Figure 2a). The

result is a net force backward against the swimmer. As the speed of the body increases

(thereby increasing the speed of water flow relative to the body), the pressure
differential increases and the resistance becomes dramatically larger. As the frontal

area of the body facing the flow is decreased, as when the body is maintained in a

horizontal position rather than one in which the legs are lower than the upper body,

the profile drag can be effectively reduced.
If the body shape is streamlined, that is, if the body tapers gradually from shoulders

to hips to feet, the profile drag will be less than it would be for a body with irregular

contours. Contours in the body cause water to flow at varying speeds around these

shapes, and turbulence is created on the downstream side, thus producing low

pressure, or suction, zones. The streamlined shape is largely predetermined by the

swimmer's body build, whereas the frontal area faciag the flow is a factor which can

be varied by changing the body position and how the body parts move forward
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through the water during recovery, or preparatory, movements. Figure 2b shows how
profile drag affects a breast-stroker during the recovery phase.

r A7-
highlow
pressureturbulence: pressure
aarea rea

44
Profile drag caused by pressure differential due to turbuknce

bl Profile drag on swimmer during breast stroke recovery

flow direction

<1
relative to body

frontal area
exposed to
;low of water
past the body
and body parts

Figure 2. Profile drag on a swimmer moving through still water. The motion of the swimmer creates the
flow of water relative to the body.

The total body drag represents the resistive force which must be matched by the
propulsive forces if the swimmer is to maintain a constant speed. If the swimmer is to
increase speed, the propulsive forces must be greater than the total body drag. If the
drag is greater than the propulsive forces, the body will decelerate. Speed fluctuations
are quite apparent in the side stroke, elementary backstroke, and breaststroke because
of the intermittent propulsive movements of the limbs and the high drag of the
underwater recovery movements. To keep the resistive drag on the limbs to a
minimum, the speed of the underwater recovery movements should be relatively
slow, and the surface area of the limbs facing the flow should be minimized. To take
full advantage of the propulsive movements, the rest of the body should be in as
streamlined a position as possible for minimum drag. Less apparent, but still present,
are speed fluctuations in the butterfly stroke. The over-water arm recovery eliminates
the drag caused by the underwater recovery in the conventional breaststroke, and the
wave-like leg movements in the dolphin kick provide more or less continuous
propulsion. A more constant body speed is observed in the front and back crawl
strokes because the limbs operate to provide some propulsive force throughout the
total stroke cycle.

Forces Acting To Move the Swimmer Forward
The traditional concept of using the hands as paddles to move the body forward is

being questioned by an increasing number of investigators as an efficient technique in
swimming. The popularity of this viewpoint undoubtedly stems from the perception
of what the arms seem to be doing in a stroke as wen as from what the arms appear to
be doing from the point of view of the observer. As a result of these visual and
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kinesthetic impressions, most dt:scriptkins of swimming strokes depict the move-
ments oi the hands and arms in relation to the swimmer's body. This approach is
useful for communicating how movements should be executed by the performer, but

it also blinds the analyzer to how the hands are moving in relation to the still water
surrounding them. Indeed, it is this interaction between the limbs and the resistive
medium which is responsible for the forces which make propulsion possible. An
understanding of the two types of force which can he produced by the hand moving
through water is necessary to properly evaluate a swimming performance. The two
types are those of drag force and lift force.

Drag Force on the Hand
Drag force on the hand is that which is produced during a paddling or pushing

movement. The drag force acts against the hand movement through the water, just as

body drag acts to resist the forward progress of the swimmer. Figure 3 shows how a

drag force is produced on the hand if it moves through the water so that the flow is
directed attainst the palm. A high pressure zone is created on the palm, and a low
pressure zone is created on the back side of the hand. In order for any drag force to
exist, there must he hand movement through the water, that is. there must be water

flowing relative to the hand. The faster the movement and/or the larger the hand, the

greater the drag force against it.

hand moving backward
through still water

drag force against
hand motion

turbulence and
low pressure area

Figure 3. Drag force on hand caused by moving the hand backward through the water.

The popular notion has been that in order to move the body directly forward, the
swimmer must pull or push the hands directly backward through the water. It is true
that great pressure is felt on the hands when the arms are moved backward quickly
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through the water; but how is this resistance used to move the body. forward? Before
an answer is given, consider the following: The ideal situation would be- one in which
the hand could grip an undet water handle which would not move back ward,as the
hand pulled on it. With such a handle the contraction of the arm and should& Muscles
would then cause the body to be pulled forward toward and past this handle as the arm
went through its range of motion. If. however, this handle were not fixed solidly
within a section of water, but slipped backward as the hand pulled on it, by the time
the arm had pulled through the same range of motion as before, the body would not
have been moved forward through the water very far at all. Instead, the body would be
moved forward a little as the hand holding the slippine handle moved backward.
Since the purpose of a stroke is to move the body forward, any backward hand
movement through the water results in less forward motion of the body per arm
stroke.

Return now to the original question: Flow is the drag force against the hand used to
move the body forward? The answer is, just as a slipping handle was used in the
analogy described above. The drag force against the hand provides sonie resistance
(counterforce) to be used as a handle, but it is necessarily a slipping handle because
there must be hand motion backward thraugh the water to produce any drag force at
all. If a greater drag force was needed to provide a greater counterforce, the hand
would have to slip even faster, thus yielding even less forward body motion by the
time the arm reached the end of its stroke. The use of plastic hand paddles, however,
increases the area of ihe hands and therefore increases the drag force against the hands
without an increase in the speed of the hand motion backward through the water.
Thus, when hand paddles are employed in practice, less backward hand motion and
more forward body motion cart occur with a paddling, or straight-back, type of arm
pull. Whether or not hand paddles should be used for producing drag force in the
learning process is still open to question since highly skilled swimmers have been
observed not to use straight-back type arm movements in any stroke under normal
swimming conditions:

The efficiency of using the hands as paddles to create a drag force by pushing
straight back through the water is apparent. A more efficient use of the hands for
propelling the body, that which is exhibited by highly skilled swimmers, is presented
in the next section.

Lift Force on the Hand

Lift force on the hand is that which is produced by sculling movements, large as
well as small. It is important to realize that the direction of a lift force is not
necessarily upward, as the term "lift implies. Lift force is felt as pressure on the
palm when the slightly "tilted" hand slices or blades through the water. Just as hand
motion through the water was necessary for creating a drag force on a paddling hand,
hand motion is required to produce lift force on a blading hand. The flat, wine-like
shape of the hand permits its use as a hydrofoil which can slice through the water at a
slight angle to produce a lift force. The direction of lift force is perpendicular to the
path of hand motion.

Lift force can be explaineJ in terms of Bernoulli's principle which states that in a
region of high flow velocity (water flow relative to the moving hand), a low pressure
zone is created; and in a region of low flow velocity,a high pressure zone results. For
example, when air flows past an airplane wing the flow velocity across the top surface
is high, and a low pressure region develops there. Under the wing the flow velocity is
low, and a high pressure region develops there. As a result, there is a net force on the



wing directed from the high pressuie zone underneath to the low pressure zone on the

top. This same type of pressure differential is created on the hand when it blades
through the water with a small angle of attack between the palm and the direction of

flow past the hand.
The use of lift force is demonstrated in Figure 4, which shows a swimmer treading

water by using broad horizontal blading movements of the hands. Also shown is how
the lift force (in this case, in an upward direction) is produced on the hand as it blades

through the water so that the flow encounters the palm at a small angle of attack. The
hands do not push downward toward the feet, but remain blading inward and outward
in the same horizontal plane underwater. Used in this manner, the hands create what
might be termed "lift force handles" or "blading handles" which provide the

counterforce on the hands nece.;sary for maintaining the head above the surface of the
water. If the swimmer in Figure 4 is transposed to a prone position in the water,
similar sculling movements, with the palms now facing backward, would result in lift
forces on the hands directed horizontally forward. If the shoulder muscles were to
contract and shorten, as if to move the hand and arm toward the feet, at the same time
the hand is blading laterally with respect to the body (in the body's transverse plane),
the lift force on the hand would provide a fairly stable handle, and the body would be
pulled forward through the water with relatively little hand slip backward through the

water. Thus, by blading the hand at right angles to the direction of body travel, the
horizontal lift force on the hand provides a relatively slip-free handle (counterforce),

treading water by
bfading of the hands

----- - in c transverse plane

plane of palm

angle
of attack

<I path of hand

lift force on hand
(perpendicular to
path of hand)

Figure 4. Lift force directed upward on the hands as they blade horizontally through the water. Ile upward

force on the hands with fixation of the shoulder joint muscles serves to support t'te weight of the head.
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and the body can be moved over a greater distance per arm "stroke" by the 4'
contraction of the shoulder muscles, Simultaneous front and side view films of skilled
swimmers reveal that the hands employ transverse blading movements in a section of
still water in order to form such a handle which the swimmer uses to pull the body
forward with each arm cycle. The hands are observed not to move directly backward
through still water. ahhough that is usually the impression the swimmer has.

Figure 5 shows the formation of blading handles during elbow flexion in the
breaststroke, butterfly, front crawl and back crawl. Anatomically, the best opportu-
nity for perfornng the transverse hlading of the hands coupled with the most forceful
contraction of the shoulder muscks occurs when the upper arm moves through.the
middle part of its range of motion at the shoulder. At this time most of the lift force on
hand is in the direaion of desired body travel (horizontally forward). Moreover, it is
during this phase of the arm stroke in which the swimmer's body exhibits the greatest
forward response to the arm movement, observed in the front crawl and butterfly
when the elbow is flexing and extending under the body. In the back crawl, it is seen
when the elbow is flexing in a transvel se plane nex, to the body at shoulder level and

a) blading of the hands during
the insweep in the breast
stroke or butterfly

b) blading of the hand during
the bending of the elbow in
the front crawl

c) blading of the hand durr.g
the bending of the elb:nni in
the back craw:

Figure 5. Lift tOrce directed horwontall!. forward on the hands as they blade through the water in a
iransveNe plane. As the shoukkr muscles cinitract. the body is pulkd forward through the water past
the hands. since the lif t force on thepal HIS prevents backward slipping attic hands through the water,
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in the breaststroke when tit:: hands blade outward and then blade inward. A blading
handle is also observed in the leading arm of the sidestroke as the elbow is flexing to
move the hand in a transverse plane under the head and shoulder.

Although a discussion of leg strokes is not intended, a brief statement on the
breaststroke kick is warranted at this time. Just as blading hands form handles for
pulling the body forward, similar use is made of a section of water by the feet in the
breaststroke kick. As the hands finish their blading, the ket are brought f.orward
through the water to piace them in a section of water behind the hips. Then, the
spiraling, blading feet create lift force which is felt as pressure on the soles. The lift
force on the blading feet forms what might be termed a "force wall" which serves as a
base against which the legs extend and push the body forward through the water. The
arm and kg cycle is then repeated, with the arms seeking blading handles and the feet
seeking force walls.

Summary

An understanding of the forces developed from the interaction of the body and its
parts with the surrounding water serves as the basis for valid stroke analysis.
Traditionally, propulsive movements of the arms and hands are examined relative to
the swimmer's body, rather than relative to the resistive medium. If the fimb
movements are not analyzed relative to the section of still water in which they occur,
important aspects of force production frequently go unrecognized. Contrary to
popular opinion, the blading movements of tik hands in the body's transverse plane
should not be considered symptomatic of muscular weakness. If it is kept in mind that
the body should be moved forward rekttive to the hands, rather than the hands moving
backward past the body, the importance of the blading handles is evident. If the
propulsive movements are to result in appreciabk forward motion of the body for
each stroke, the total body drag must be minimized. By reducing the three types of
drag, with emnhasis placed on reducing profile drag, the body can be propelled with
much less effort and stroke efficiency can be increased.
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ROUTINE DEVELOPMENT
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Synchronized swimming routines are composed of a variety of figures, hybrids
(original figures), and stroking and propulsion techniques performed to music. These
elements are joined through the use of transitions and pattern changes. Transitions are
surface movements or mini-hybrids which enhance the flow from one routine element
to another while also serving as an effective means of changing direction. Pattern
changes involve variations in the direction of movement on the water surface (pool
pattern). In group routines, pattern.changes also consist of variations in the placement
of individual swimmers in relation to one another. The attempt to select and link a
certain number of these elements together in the manner that best interprets the music
'is the foundation upon which a synch! onized swimming routine is developed.

The Preliminaries

Selection of appropriate music is the first step in choreography. Although thi-:e are
no rules to the effect, synchro routines are usually performed to standard orchestrated
works. In narrowing down the vast amount of music from which to select, con-
sideration should be given to the skill level of the swimmers, the type of routine being
composed (solo, duet, trio or team), and the objective behind the routine (competitive
or show).

Novice swimmers are well suited to pieces with a medium tempo and a steady
rhythm. Marches and Broadway tunes are examples of acceptable music, although
there are numerous areas from which to choose. Highly skilled swimmers are able to
handle music of a greater magnitude, an extreme tempo and a complex rhythmical
pattern and frequently choose to display their skill with interpretations of classical and
semiclassical works.

One guideline is that the music should not appear stronger than the performers. A
soloist is much more likely to appear overpowered by a grandiose piece than is a team
of eight. Conversely, a team of eight might easily appear too powerful for some ideal
choices in solo music.

When timing is the factor under consideration, soloists have a much wider choicz
than' do groups. The soloist is free to swim to an abstract piece with arhythmical
timing while a group requires music that everyone can easily hear the same for ease in
synchronization.

After the music is chosen, it may need to be edited onto a separate record,
reel-to-reel, or cartridge in order to maintain a reasonable length for the routine while
including the most desirable portions of the music. Editing should be kept to a
minimum, especially by the inexperienced, because it is quite possible to produce an
overly choppy effect with too many splices.

A number of other decisions can be reached before choreographing the routine.
First, listen to the music and develop a feel for what it expresses. Place any required
figures that will be included in the routine, keeping the water depth in mind to avoid a
vertical descent in three feet of water. Continue listening to the music and try to place
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other figures and hybrids. Consider high poics in the musi'.: and how they can mosteffectively be used. Listen for sections that may be difficult to count and de,:idepossible ways to alleviate the problem.
Next, decide the type of stroke variations to be used. Does the music have aninternational flavor to be interpreted? Should movements be lyrical or dynamic?The Starting position of the routine and the general pool pattern ean also he decidedin advance. A team routine will commonly begin along the shallow end while otherroutines are just as likely to start at either end. Although it is unusual to begin alongthe side of the pool, this remains a matter of personal preference.

Developing the Routine

There are several ways to proceed with the actual choreography of a routine, eachsystem having inherent advantages and disadvantages.
Choreographing the entire routine at once before putting it in the water for practiceand revision is one workable method, especially with swimmers of novice or inter-mediate skill and when time is of the essence. The choreographer should be aware ofthe number of counts required to best execute the movements placed in the routine andshould be able to estimate accurately how far the swimmers will be traveling onstroking and propulsion sequences. The swimmers should be gaining in strength andskill as the routine progressses, so it is wise to allow pool space for this when planningstroking sequences.
On-the-spot choreography (in the water) is oest handled by u highly skilled groupof athletes who welcome the challenge. The routine has a good chance of being freshand creative as there are so many from whom to draw ideas. However, extensive timecan be taken to complete routine in this manner. The coach must be able to keep firmcontrol of the situatien and sort out the good ideas from the bad to assnre success. Donot he afraid to make changes and discard an idea that doesn't work when necessaryfor the overall good of the routine.

These problems might best be controlled by approaching theroutine sectionally onland. A segment can he written and then placed in the water to try out beforecontinuing on to the next part. Such a method is excellent for most groups to developthe routine. Most revisionscan be made before development has been curried too far.Another advantage is that the coach-swimmer relationship in regard to contributionsis quite flexible. The coach is able to control the routine's development, but theswimmers also have a chance to offer suggestions, many of them viable.
Regardless of the manner in which the routine was initially put together, finalrevisions very likely will he necessary. These may be major or minor, depending onhow well the routine was initially developed. At this point, thc routine will :deally beat a stage of preparation where only head turns and other minor finishing touches areneeded.
A routine might have a more deep-rooted problem than the need to provide polish.One objective way to examine the choreography is to use, as checkpoints, those

factors included in the content score of a competitive routine.

Routine Content

The content score involves synchronization and construction of the synchronizedswimmMg routine. Listed under construction are creative action, fluidity, difficultyand variety. Out of a composite 10 points, relative weighing of each factor differs insolo from duet, trio and team events.
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Solo Duet, Trio, Team

Synchronization 1 4

Construction
Creative Action 2 1

Fluidity 2 1

Difficulty 4 3

Variety 1 1

10 points 10 points

Synchronization
Credit for synchronization is given in two different ways. Haimonizing move-

ments of the body to the accompaniment is one type of synchronization to consider....
Vertical lifts should occur as the music lifts and the boiy should descvpci as the music

descends. Spins are most impressive during swirling music while hailet legs are
especially suited to a percussive background. Although skillful imerptriation of the
music is especially important in the solo event, all routines should stiov, mastery of

this facet of synchronization.
Duets, trios, and teams have another major area to consider as well synchro-

nization of the swimmers with each other. Not only should every figure, hybrid,
stroke, and kick be performed simultaneously, but each of the above should also be
performed in exactly the same manner.

Synchronization is probably the single most important factor from a viewer's
standpoint and it cannot be overemphasized. Never sacrifice synchronization in an

effort to add something else. Credit, for example, is more likely to be given for
similarity of performance than for creativity or difficulty.

Construction
Creative action.is one criterion to look for when evaluating construction. The key

to creativity is found in the consideration of a routine from the standpoint of its

uniquenes,i. A unique body position, a unique transition from one body position to
another, a unique float or team pattern, a unique transition from one pattern to
another, or even a unique way of synchronizing a movement to the music can add the

element of creativity.
The very nature of creativity makes this quality difficult to attain and to maintain.

Some moves may start out as unique ideas but if well received will be gradually
adopted by others, thus causing them to lose the very creative aspect that first made

them popular.
Fluidity entails the use of transitions to Move smoothly from one element in the

routine to another. The pool pattern also indicates fluidity by showing good use of the

entire pool area without harsh or abrupt direction changes. Of major importance in the
evaluation of fluidity is the performance of all movements with relative ease rather

than the jerkiness associated with undue effort. This is one reason that the general
execution of the routine shoudl be given top emphasis. A simple routine that is
performed well is much more pleasing to behold than a complex routine that is

performed poorly.
Difficulty is best judge on a continuum basis. Figures, hy orids, strokes, floats and

patterns may all range from basic to superior difficulty. Difficulty in figures and
hybrids might consist of performing a specialized movement technique such as a spin.

It might involve the ability to move the body through a variety of planes and positions,
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or it might involv,-: possession of extraordinary strength to maintain a position.
Difficulty in stroking and propulsion is evidenced by the ability to maintaia smooth
flowing movement, even as one or both arms are held out of the water. Maximum
travel in a routine is also indicative of difficulty: It is much easier to remain fresh and
rested for the performance of figures when minimal travel has occurred on stroking
sequences. Team floats become more difficult as fewer hands support the float
through sculling. Team patterns in which the swimmers are expected to maintain a
straight vertical, horizontal, or diagonal line are far more difficult than spread out
patterns.

Unfortunately, difficulty is not easy to recognize. As a choreographer, try to learn
what is difficult so that the swimmers are given only as much as they are able to
handle.

Variety, on the other hand, is easily recognized. To assure a routine of variety.
include at least a representation of as many different moves as possible. The variety of
the routine will be able to increase as the skill level of the athletes increases.
Verticals, spins, twists, splits, walkouts and rotations can only be added to the extent
that they can be performed but cycle a novice can show the beginnings of these
positions.

The use of the above factors as a final checklist should enable the choreographer to
pinpoint any sections needing correction, thus completing the development of the
synchronized swimming routine. All that is required now is concentrated practice to
bring the composition as close to perfection as possible.
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ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE
IN ROUTINE CONTENT

MARGARET M. SWAN

Margaret Swan is a Helms Hall of Fame Laureate, secretary of the U.S.
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team manager in 1971. Currently, she is coach-direcwr of the Cygnets of San
Antonio, national finabsts for 10 years an : winner of many other national and
international championships.

Content is the word that is now used for "style" in the construction of a synchro-
nized swimming routine. Style may be defined as that elusive quality that causes a
routine to be outstanding and to be remembered. At first glance, it might seem that
style is difficult to achieve, but, as in all matters of good taste and creativity there are
certain greerx1 rules that will help. Content (or style), according to the AA U
Synchronized Swi-aming Handbook, includes certain basic criteria: ( I) synchroniza-
tion one with the other and also with the accompaniment; (2) construction of
routines creative action, fluidity, difficulty, and variety. These factors include
such elements at; diversity of movement, performance of difficult and interesting
movements, originality, propulsion, and pool pattern. Since it is almost impossible to
consider each of these factors separately, without going into another, I shall not
attempt to do so.

Although the word "art" is studiously avoided by most shychronized swimming
devotees, the development of the body into an instrument for beautiful expression of
human movement is certainly an art, just as in dancing, gymnastics, skating and
diving. This is perhaps most clearly illustrated by the fact that in selecting music for
soloists, there are certain types of music that are best for certain swimmers. The sum
total of the way a swimmer moves her hands, arms, feet, legs, body, head and her
natural rhythm becomes a personal style, and in this context style and execution
are closel; correlated. If an ethereal airiness or decisive strength is best projected, the
swimmer must be allowed to express individual spirit and personality. As technique
and strength develop, more difficult and unusual movements may be used. Em-
phasize the swimmer's best points in a routine. If, for example, a swimmer has an
excellent split, ti.te figures and hybrids that display this. Duets and teams are the
fusing of individual styles into a group style. Because of this, movements in duet and
even more so in teams, are generally more mechanized and definite.

A great amount of time is spent by top competitive teams in the development of arm
and hand movement, just as done by the dance choreographer. Much thought and
effort goes into creating original and exciting hyhridind figures. If this is not artistic
creativity, someone needs to produce a suitable synonym! Of course, this 2s not
detract one iota from the fact that the body must be developed to the zenith of athletic
strength and endurance! Persons in synchronized swimming must first of all be
superior swimmers, with perfeetion in all four competitive strokes.

Music Selection
One of the first considerations is that of music selection. If one wishes to use fre^

rhythm without a definite beat, this should be confined to solo selections, or occa-
sionally to duets. A team routine should have a reasonably definite beat for ease of
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synchronization. The music itself should be of good construction, well orchestrated,
and devoid of boring repetitious passages. This fairly well eliminates rock and roll
and similar types of music. It will be found that certain orchestras and conductors are
quite reliable choices. It is very rare to find a piece of music that is just right for a
routine without editing and cutting. !t is not possible to cover thk area here, but
generally albums of suites, symphonies, etc., will be most suitable for cutting
together. Make cuts so that there is variety in speed and the dynamics of the music for
good and interesting accompaniment and to show the versatility of the swimmers.

Be sure to use fast movement with fast music. As a general rule, use at least every
other beat of music. Nothing is worse than slow movement to fast music. Don't be
afraid of fast music it is easier to synchronize a team to fast music than to slow
where a beat is drawn out so long that there are many spots within it to do a movement.
Don't necessarily complete a movement at the end of a phrase of music. It is
interesting to halt midway, arresting a movement in midair. so to speak, and finishing
it with the next phrase of music.

Choice of Figures

In order to achieve good synchronization, second only to propei music selection is
proper choice of required figures. It goes without saying that in planning pool pattern,
sequences of shallow water figures and hybrids should be alternated with sequences
for deep water, so that swimmers will not find themselves bolting for deep water to do
a flamingo, or. worse, trying to do it in shallow water! Do not "waste" deep water by
doing a shallow water figure in it. Deep water is precious save it for thrusting.
spinning and twisting figures and hybrids. As a general nile, figures should be
selected with the idea of not going over the 1.8 difficulty requirement, especially for a
team routine. Furthermore, only the five required figures should be "pure figures;
all others should be hybridized. If spins and twists are to be included in a routine
and they should if the swimmers can handle them well put them into the hybrids.
There is no penalty for failure to complete the spin on a hybrid. As rule, select
figures that are done quickly and are easy to synchronize. Most teams have some
figures that they do better than others. Be sure to use these. On the Other hand, it
might be possible to plan one tremendous required figure, such as a flamingo,
spinning 360. It would be well to utilize its dramatic impact if the figure is
appropriate to the swimmer's ability and the content. This will enable theteam to use
one or two much easier required figures.

Be sure to make the routine move. Stretch the first length of the pool at least 20 feet
farther than you dream the team could ever move and then insist the team do it. The
swimmers will soon find that they can! Usually teams should move only up and down
the pool. If they are moving as they should, there will not be room for much side
movement. In a five minute routine, the team should try to cover the pool four to five
times. Solos and duets are an entirely different matter and should make diagonal
passages across the pool as well as straight up and down.

Use some standard swimming strokes in a routine with the proper kick. Watch the
height of the swimmers in the water. It is very easy to become careless when working
hard on synchronization in the matter of swimming high. It is also important that
swimmers practice projection. It is next to impossible for swimmers to project
beautifully in competition or demonstration when they are not in the habit of doing so. '
At a elinic recendy, several routines were being demonstrated for criticism. One of
the duets was asked to repeat the routine without any changes except to project. It was
amazing what this did for the routine in terms of height of swimming and even in
overall extension during figures. The score would have risen appreciably, if it had
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been judged. Remind the swimmers constantly to make their movements clean and
sharp.

Do not repeat anything excessively! Keep the element of surprise in everything.
Frequently teams discover or create a really good movement or pattern and then
repeat it. It is difficult to let go of something unusual quickly. but that is the very trick
that will make it remembered. Do it move on to something else leave them
wishing that you would do it again and wondering exactly how you did it. Try to think
of really surprising things to do the unusual surfacing, sink or entrance. Don't be
afraid to utilize or modify someone else's ideas; there are few really new things under
the sun. Furthermore, as you work with an idea it will probably evolve into something
entirely different from that with which you started. Coaches should watch their
swimmers when they are just "goofing off" in the water. More new ideas can be
gleaned from this than can be imagined! Ask the swimmers to repeat what they have
done, and they will usually laugh. but many great ideas come from these observa-
tions.

Be careful of ups and downs in the water. Do some of the sequences entirely on the
surface without going under water, with stroking or other movements. Do other
transitions under water. When sinking beneath the surface, do not come back up in the
same spot another element of surprise. However, don't bob up and down exces-
sively.

Plan a really big and important hybrid and/or float, the "piece de resistance" of the
routine. Theme is no longer a judging factor in the content score, but as long tis music
is played. it will suggest an idea, a feeling, .a mood, (or a theme) to the listener. Use
these thematic ideas to help you to interpret the music, or to start a sequence of
thoughts that will give you original ideas for strokes, arm movements, floats and
hybrids. Do not use too many "goodies" in one routine, however. Point up a couple
of them by some almost stark simplicity, such as plain torpedo sculling, flutter
kicking. etc.

Avoid use of the same type of figures and movement patterns in the hybrids and the
required figures. If your team does thrusting figures well , for example, it is easy to
use this type of movement more than is desirable. Take a good look at the overall
planning of the figures and hybrids from this viewpoint. Turn the team loose on
creating hybrids, both shallow and deep water ones. Let the team help with the
choreography. but give swimmers some basic ideas to work with. The best choreog-
raphy always comes from group work with many diverse ideas from which to choose.
Some people work best choreographing on deck and some do best with the swimmers
in the water. Do it the way that is more productive for you and your team.

Team formations slmuld change often. At a recent clinic on choreography, a team
was asked to simply breaststroke through different formations of several routines to
demonstrate formation changes and patterns. It proved quite interesting to see the
many formation changes. some made on top of the water and some beneath. It is also
interesting to find how pleasant it was to watch just the simple breaststroking in good
formation. ft proved again the absolute necessity for novice teams to keep it simple
and within the swimnwrs' ability level! Formations should be spread out for more
difficult figures. Nothing is worse than a straight line of flamingos with half of the
team backing out of line during the execution of the figure. However, have some
close formation for interest and contrast.

The very challenge and excitement of our wonderful sport of synchronized swim-
ming is stated very simply in the A A U Handbook under reative action! Observe the
ground rules and enjoy the sport to the fullest by creating!
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UNDERWATER SPEAKERS
FOR SCUBA INSTRUCTION

DAVID G. THOMAS
David Thomas, a consultant in swimming pool design and operation, is theauthor of Swimming Pool Operators Handbook, published kv the NationalSwinuning Pool Foundation, Washington, D.C. He received a B.S. degreefrotn Baldwin-Wallace College, Berea, Ohio, and an M.S. in Ed. degree fromBucknell University, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania. He is professor of physicaleducation at the State University of New York at Binghamton, New York.

Physical education instructors are taughmo describe physical skills verbally, todemonstrate them when possible, and to guide students through initial efforts to learnthe skills.
Aquatics instructors have been aware that they operate.under a handicap in suchsituations because the instructor's head may be under water much of the time whiledemonstrating, and the student's ears are often under water during attempts toperform the skill. It is.possible, of course, to have an assistant or a student dem-onstrate skills while the instructor describes them or emphasizes important points inthe performance. It i:; nearly impossible, however, for the instructor to communicatewith the student whose ears are under water.

Fortunately, most aquatic skills require only brief lapses in verbal communicationbecause the student will return to the surface as soon as the oxygen supply of onebreath is exhausted or the skill is a surface skill which allows the student to raise herhead occasionally.
Scuba instruction, on the other hand, involves a unique pupil-teacher relationshipbecause of the relatively long periods of underwater activity. Constant communica-tion is vital because there are very real dangers that may result from a single mistake ina very unforgiving medium.

Visual communication is hampered because the studentis wearing a mask which restricts field of vision to a fraction of normal, and thestudent virtually is blind without the mask or in turbid water.Scuba instructors have developed a teaching sequence in which they describe askill verbally on land, demonstrate under water with only pantomime communica-tion, and then watch the students perform hoping that they can communicate by handsignals any necessary corrections in technique.
Most scuba instructors still use this difficult instructional technique, but the use ofunderwater speakers is gradually beginning to change this teaching pattern. SomeScuba instructors have been using underwater speakers for years, but there seems tobe virtually no reference to their use in the literature avaihble today.There are several advantages to using underwater speakers in teaching scuba. Thetwo most important are increased safety for the student and increased teachingefficiency.

Safety

The dangers inherent in the sport of scuba diving are very real. The nationalorganizations which certify scuba instructors now require all instructors to carryliability insurance ranging from $300,000 to $1,000,000 each.The reason for this concern is that scuba students in pools only eight feet deep cansuffer Iung rupture and possible death simply by neglecting to exhale when coming to



the surface. It is virtually impossible for an instructor in the water with 10 students to

prevent any one of them from rushing to the surface in panic at any given moment. It

is possible, however, for the instructor to minimize the chances of this occurrence by

proper training of the students, and by reminding the students frequently that they

must breathe normally while using scuba equipment.
The ability to speak directly to the students under water during this critical phase of

their training is probably the most important reason for using underwater speakers. It

is advantageous to have a soft voice constantly directing, correcting, reminding and

reassuring the students by name during the performance of the underwater skills. It is

equally important that an instructor or assistant be under water with the students,

making the usual signs, and watching carefully for the symptoms of developing

panic.
The instructor's job is made more difficult by the restricted field of vision caused

by underwater face masks. Deteeting signs of panic usually requires that the instruc-

tor look directly into a student's face mask to see the expression in the student's eyes.

If there are signs of panic, immediate communication is important. In pools with

underwater windows the instructor can signal to the associate:watching through the

window at the microphone, and immediate reassurance can be 'broadcast to the

student by name.
Conversely, by reason of tunnel vision restrictions, it is difficult for the underwater

instructor to keep all students in view every minute. Through the use of underwater

speakers and an assistant at the underwater window the instructor in the pool.can be

directed immediately to any student beyond his/her range of vision who has a

problem.
Class management and discipline are very important in a sport which involves

inherent dangers. Students, though warned about deviating from specified behavior,

get carried away with the joy of the sport. It is not unusual for a student to forget

his/her limitations momentarily and turn away from the class to try some innovative

and isolated activity: In such cases the underwater instructor must spot the deviant,

leave the class to swim and bring the student back to the group. An underwater

speaker at the surface can call the errant student back before trouble develops and with

minimum interference with the instructor's activity.
There are times during a scuba course when students perform skills without

wearing a facemask. During such times, unless an underwater speaker is available.

the instructor cannot communicate with the student at all. Without a facemask and

visual communication even an emergency situation cannot be transmitted. In these

instances an underwater speaker is extremely valuable for correction and instruction.

Efficiency
One of the skills taught in all certified scnha courses is called Do. and Don." it

is a sequence of actions accomplished in i given order and in a specified manner.

Normally the instructor must demonstrate this series of actions to the class on land so

an explanation can be given for each move, its sequence determined, and the reason

for it. Probable mistakes and the methods of avoiding them must be explained. Then

the students, having memorized the sequence, must go into the water and play

Follow-the-Leader with the instructor without benefit of verbal communication,

By pantomime the instructor tries to correct the mistakes of several students while

they practice the skill by themselves.
The use of the underwater speaker allows the instructor to eliminate the land drill

entirely. One can sit by the window, or stand on the deck and talk the class through the

exercise. step-bv-step, while an assistant demonstrates each move on command. This
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process, and the ability to make verbal corrections as the students practice, shortens
the teaching time significantly. The use of underwater speakers can cut teaching time
for a course by as much as 25 percent.

There are times during scuba instruction when learning is blocked for some stadent
because of over-concentration, tenseness and fear. An underwater speaker can
enhance the learning process by distracting the student momentarily and relieving the
tenseness through some jovial banter.

There are also times during a scuba course when the class my by practicing
various skills in different parts of the pool siinultaneously. In situations such as this,
the underwater speaker is the only means of directing and correcting several different
activities efficiently. It is extremely difficult for an instructor to swim under water
from group to aroup and pantomime instructions.

Underwater speakeN are ako valuable in directing recreational scuba activities.
The imaginative instructor can find many ways to use the speaker to referee an
underwater game or to play music and instruct an underwater scuba ballet. Its use is
limited only by the ingenuity' of the instructor.

Open Water

Perhaps the most dangerous aspect of cubit training is the first open-water
expefience for the saidents. Certifying organizations recommend that the instructor-
student ratio for this phase of the course he cut to I: I except under unusual
circumstances. At this time, when they are most needed, underwater speakers are
least used. Visibility k often very limited and class control is much more critical.

Speakers on the market now are powerful enough to use in open water for routine or
emergency signals for distances up to 500 ;ards. Divemasters responsible for 10 to 20
divers in open water should certainly consider the use of such an aid.

Underwater speakers are gaining rapidly in favor with scuba instructors. To many
they are considerLd an essential tool for instruction and safety.
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HAZARDS OF SCUBA DIVING
IN SWIMMING POOLS

LEE H. SOMERS

Ler Somers is assistant professor of physical education and associate research
scientist at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. He is chairman of the
AAHPER Aquatics Council's Underwater Education Committee, secretary-
treasurer of the National Association of Underwater Instructors Board of
Directors, and a member of the National Y MCA Underwater Activilies Advis-
ory Board. He has been involved in sport diving instruction, commerical diving,
research diving and saturation diving sihce the late 1950s.

Scuba (self-contained underwater breathing apparatus) diving is a rapidly develop-
ing recreational aquatic sport. Many secondary schools, colleges and universities
now offer formal and accredited instruction in scuba diving. Other schools and
recreational organizations allow the use of scuba diving equipment in recreation
swimming, club activities, and aquatics classes such as lifesaving and aquatics
specialist. Unfortunately, many aquatics program administrators, teachers and life-
guards are unaware of the unique physiological aspects of scuba diving. Many are
under the false impression that scuba diving injuries are limited to deep water in
oceans, lakes or quarries. They are unaware of the potential scuba diving risk
involved in swimming pools. Furthermore, most non-divers are unaware of the
specific procedures for handling scuba diving accident victims.

Space does not permit a detailed discussion of all the problems related to diving.
Consequently, I shall exclude breathing gas contamination, gas narcosis, exhaustion,
breathing pattern abnormalities, decompression sickness, etc. Physical injuries from
mishandling of equipment will nnt be dkcussed. My discussion will concentrate on
injuries to the ears (possibly affecting auditory acuity) and the dramatic consequences
of pulmonary barotrauma. This material has been published in detail in Somers (2, 3).

Physiological Factors

The human body is designed to function in a gaseous atmosphere of approximately
20 percent oxygen and 80 percent nitrogen at a pressure of about 15 pounds per square
inch. Significantly decreasing cm increasing the pressure exerted on the body or
changing the partial pressure of the breathing medium gases can induce radical
physiological changes.

Exactly how much pressure the human body can endure is still unknown. Huma:i
subjects have been exposed to pressure equivalents exceeding 2,000 feet of sea water
without apparent residual damage. However, the body contains several rigid or
semirigid gas containing spaces (middle ear, paranasal sinuses, lungs and airway::,
and gastrointestinal tint) which because of potentially restricted openings. are
subject to mechanical damage when pressure differentials as slight as two pourE's per
square inch exist between the internal space and the external environment. Two
pounds per square inch is equal to about four feet of water pressure. In other words,
significant pressure changes do occur even in shallow swimming pools.

Medical Considerations

Too often people assume that anyone can dive with scuba, especially in shallow
water or a pool. Potential diving injuries resulting from physical abnormviiiy are
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frequentlY associated only with the ocean environMent. Furthermore, most people
assume that the university student applying for participation in aquatics activities is
-healthy:* In a study by Nemiroff, Somers, and Anderson ( I) it was shown that as
high as 12.2 percent of the university students applying for scuba training in a given
term are medically unqualified. Over a six-year period 5.8 percent of all students
applying were medically disqualified. Pulmonary abnormalities account for about 50
percent of the disqualifications. The following is a list of disqualifying abnormalities:

1 Otorhinolaryngology: tympanic membrane perforation (chronic); previous mas-
toid or tympanic membrane surgery; chronic sinus:tis.

2. Cardiovascular: history of myocardial infarction; cardiovascular instability (i.e..
syncope or arrhythrnias); hypertension (sustained and untreated); uninvestigated
cardiac murmurs.

3. Pulmonary: chronic obstructive lung diseases including asthma, chronic bron-
chitis and emphysema; previous thoraei:: surgery; history of recirrent
pneumothoraces; recurrent pneumonias.

4. Musculoskeletal: pathological frat,ures; chronic di:...;ogenie low back pain with
neurologic deficit.

5. Nervous system disorders: epilepsy and recurrent syncope.
6. Metabolic disorders: unstable diabetes-mellitus.

Ears, Sinuses and Pressure

The middle ear and sinuses are lined with membranes containing blood vessels.
Changing external pressure is transmitted via the blood vessels andbody tissues to the
membrane lining of these air spaces. Unless the pressure within these spaces is equal
to the ambient pressure. a pressure differential exists causing barotrauma. or pressure
injury. The average swimming pool is deep enough to induce this pressure differ-
ential.

The middle ear is connected with throat by the Eustachian tube, which functions to
drain and ventilate the middle ear. When Eustachian tube blockage (by mucus or
congestion, tissue overgrowth, local inflamation and swelling) prevents pressure
equalization in the middle ear, painful aerotitis media. or **middle ear squeeze." may
occur, with possible tympanic perforation (rupture of the eardrum). The diver will
experience discomfort and pain the first few feet of descent. Further descent will
result in increasing pain, with stretching of the eardrum and dilation and eventual
rupture of the blood vessels in both the tympanic membrane and the lining of the
middle ear.

Actual rupture of the eardrum may occur with a pressure differential of as little as 5
pounds per square inch, at a depth of about 10 feet. Generally a slight restriction of the
Eustachian athe can be overcome by maneuveis for **clearing the ears such as
swallowing, yawning, or exhaling against closed mouth and nostrils ( Valsalva
maneuver). Inability to equalize pressure may be due to swelling. This condition may
result from upper respiratory infections (cold) or seasonal allergies.

The diver is cautioned to use the Valsalva maneuver with discretion. Increased
intrathoracic pressure produced dur; ng the maneuver will result in hypotension in the
normal individual sufficient to induce unconsciousness. Moreover, too vigorous a
Valsalva maneuver could result in inner ear trauma from too sudden a pressure
change. either by .;hearing forces or rupture of blood vessels in the inner ear when the
stapes foot is pulled externalf ly the sue:1;.r pressure ch;mgc. ri:Ip in-,;;tion of
the qiikkne ca:-. This condition cook; result :;; and.g;Y-

When surfacing after experiencing ear squeez?. a diver may spit blood which has
drained to the throat throurzh the Eustachian tubes. If drainage and/or discomfort



persist, a physician should examine the injury and prescribe treatment. A diver
should not re-enter the water until healing is complete. Antibiotics may be indicated
to combat infection. The most frequent and most serious complication of aerotitis
media (ear squeeze) is temporary or permanent impairment of auditory acuity.

Blockage of the sinus ostia (openings) resulis in aeroSinusitis, or sinus squeeze,
with painful edema and hemorrhage in the sinus cavities. These cavities are located
within the skull bones and are lined with mucous membrane continuous with that of
the nasal cavity. The mechanism is much the same as that described for aerotitis
media. With normal gas pressure within the s.nus cavity and an excess pressure
applied to the membrane lining via the blood, a vacuum effect is created within the
cavity.' Unless the pressure is equalized, severe pain and damage to the membrane
will occur. A diver who has experienced sinus squeeze will often surface with blood
in his mask or will notice a small amount of blood and mucus discharge from his nose
following the dive. Sinus squeeze can be avoided by refraining from diving when
there is nasal congestion as a result of an allergy, cold or infection. If discomfort
develops in the sinus areas dining descent, it may be relieved by the Valsalva
maneuver; if not relieved, the dive should be terminated. Following aerosinusitis,
infection may develop, as indicated by persistent pain and discharge; medical atten-
tion and systemic antibiotics are generally necessary.

Gascontaining structures attached tolhe surface of the body are potential sources
of local squeeze. Failure to equalize pressure under the diver's face mask during
descent can result in damage to the skin and particularly to the eyes. The mechanism
of damage is similar to that of middle ear or sinus squeeze. The most easily damaged
tissues are those covering the eyeball and lining of the eyelids and the spaces around
the eyeball. Excessive pressure differential may cause conjunctival and even re-
trobulbar (behind the eyeball) hemorrhage with tension on the optic nerve and
possible loss of vision. Subcutaneous hemorrhage and swelling of the facial tissue
under the mask may be evident. The condition is avoided by the diver simply
admitting air into the mask through the nose. Swimming goggles should not be used
for diving.

External ear squeeze can occur when the mechanism and conditions are essentially
like those of middle ear squeeze. Use of 'ear plugs' in the external auditory canal
prevents equalization with external pressure. Damage to the tympanic membrane
(eardrum) may be equally severe, though the force is applied in the opposite direc-
tion. Hemorrhage blebs (blood bli:o.ers) may form close to the eardrum and blood
drains from the external auditory canal. Ear plugs ar,:: contraintlicated in scuba diving,
even in th? NI- allow swimming pool cavironment.

Lungs and Pressure
The scuba diver breathes air at ambient pressure. Consequently, when swimming

at 10 feet and breathing from the scuba, the diver inhales compressed air at about 1.3
times the pressure as at the surface. This means that there are many more molecules of
gas compressed into the same amount of lung space as at the surface. As long as the
healthy diver continues normal hreathing and does not breathhold while swimming up
toward the surface, the expanding air will exit from the ltmgs through the airways
without coutp1ications. However. if in pixie the conscious diver breathholes (the
normal response of an untrained person) and swims rapidly to the surlace r if the
untrained rescuer brings the victrit to the surface without venting the victim's excess
air from the lungs. lung barotrauma is almost inevitable. A four foot water pressure
differential is sufficient to rupture tissue.
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In a diminishing pressure situation, e.g. , a diver ascending from depth, the air in
the lungs expands because of the decreasing external pressures. If the normal
exhalation route of the expanding gas is interrupted either voluntarily, as in breath-
holding, or involuntarily, from local respiratory tract obstruction, the intrapulmonary
pressure progressively distends alveoli and ruptures of alveoli ensue. Localized
partial or complete bronchial obstructions include "ball-valving bronchial lessions,
mucus, bmnchospasms, etc. Bronchial mucus and irritants, particularly tobacco, are
prime offenders. From the point of rupture the gas may dissect along bronchi and
enter the mediastinum to create mediastinal emphysema. A diver with mediastinal
emphysema may experience such manifestations as substernal pain, breathing dif-
ficulties, and even collapse because of direct pressure on the heart and great vessels.
Cyanosis may be evident.

From the mediastinum the gas frequently migrates into the subcutaneous tissues
(subcutaneous emphysema), most often in the neck and supraclavicular region. This
will add manifestations of enlargement of the neck, voice changes, breathhg difficul-
ties, and erepitation (cracking sensation) upon palpation of the neck and supraclavical
region.

If there is a weakened area on the surface of the lung, such as alveolar emphy-
sematous blebs, rupture may take place.into the pleural space with the development of
a pneumotlwrax. A pneumothorax is an infrequent but serious complication of
divine.. This may result in partial or total collapse of the lung on the side involved. As
the diver continues ascent, the air entrapped in the pleural space expands at the
expense of the collapsing lung and may eventually cause displacement of the heart.
This is an extremely serious complication because both breathing and circulation are
impaired. Manifestations include chest presure and pain, breathing difficulties, and
cyanosis.

The most serious consequence of alveolar rupture is the release of gas bubbles into
the pulmonary circulation and, via the pulmonary vein, left heart, aorta and carotids,
into the cerebral circulation. The cerebral area is most frequently affected since the
diver is usually in an erect or head up position, and the bubbles tend to rise. Any
bubble too large to pass through an artery will lodge and obstruct circulation to
adjacent areas or organs. This obstruction is referred to as an embolus.

The wide clinical spectrum of q,ymptoms and signs associated with cerebral air
entht4ism include: headache, vertigo, cranial nerve involvement; visual, auditory,

speech disturbances; loss of consciousness, coma, paralysis. convulsions; loss of
signs, and death. Death results from coronary and/or cerebral occlusions with

cardiac arrhythmias, respiratory failure, circulatory collapse, and irreversible shock.
The onset nf symptoms is dramatic and sudden, usually occurring within seconds of
st.rfacing, or even prior to unconsciousness; the diver may or may not experience
discomfort et- pain in the chest prior to or during alevoli rupture. The tearing of lung
tissue often results in bloody froth at the mouth; howevcr, the absence of bloody froth
does not preclude the possibility of ai: embolism. 'The only treatment is re-
compression.

Rescue of an Unconsdous Submerged Scuba Diver

The potential rescuers of an unconscious submerged diver encompass a large group of
individuals. Any swimmer, skin diver or lifeguard operating in an area of scuba diving
activity may find him or herself recovering ar. unconscious scuba diver. This is especially
.true in recreational pools and beach areas where scuba diving is permitted. Assume that
the rescuer is not equipped with scuba and that the victim is in water shallow enough to
reach the victim by normal surface diving techniques.



The rescuer should dive to the victim, and proceed as follows:

1. Position the victim so that the head may be extended back, thus opening the
airway as in mouth-to-moutt- resuscitation. This can generally be best ac-
complished by getting behind Me victim and puii.ng the victim's head back by
graspiig hood or hair with one hand and supporting the victim under the arrn with
the other hand.

/. With the free hand, reach around and release the victim's weight belt and, if the
victim cannot be pulled from the bottom, inflate the flotation vest. If the victim
can be surfaced without vest inflation or considerable delay, do so.

3. Maintain the victim in the upright head held back position throughout ascent.
This is vital for the prevention of air embolism or other lung barotrauma. Some
advocate placing both arms around the victim's chest or abdominal area and
squeezing. Ibis practice is difficult when the victim is wearing scuba.

4. Do not take time to remove t.he scuba unless it is entangled or is significantly
inhibiting handling of the victim. Time is of greatest essence in successful rescue
and resuscitation.

Once the victim is on the surface, inflate the flotation unit and immediately start
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. With the aid of others, systematically remove the
diver's scuba equipment without interrupting resuscitation procedures.

First Aid Considerations in Scuba Diving Rescue
Probably the most serious mistake in dealing with shallow water diving accidents is

the failure to recognize air embolism. In the more serious situations, although
permanent damage of some degree can be expected in all untreated cases, death is

generally the consequence of failure to provide for adequate treatment. Air embolism
must be considered in diagnosis of almost any abnormal sign or complaint presented by
a person who has been underwater with scuba.

Unconsciousness, during or following a shallow water dive, presents a particular
problem of diagnosis and management. However, one practical rule can be given,
'an unconscious scuba diver must be considered a victim of air entholism until

proven othenvise by medical personnel." These conditions can coexist with seem-
ingly more obvious cause!: of unconsciousness such as apparent or "technical"
drowning and injury to the head. Spontaneous rixovery doesn't rulc them out if
neurologic defects remain.

Respiratory arrest from any apparent cause must be managed the same as for the
unconscious diver if the victim has been using scuba. Obviously, however, the
standing rule for first aid if the diver is not breathing must be to start resuscitation
inim.sdiately. With a flotation vest or float, resuscitation can be administered while
the diver is stiil in the water and being retumed to the base of operation. Even though
apparently normal, a victim resuscitacd at the scenemust be examined by a physician
and, frequently, hospitalized. Delayed unconsciousness and possibly death may
result from progressive lung damage.

Neurologic disorders short of unconsciousness must likewise be considered as
resulting from air embolism in almost every case. Nearly the entire spectrum ot
central or peripheral nervous system involvement manifestations can be produced or
simulated by these conditions. Air embolism nearly always manifests itself during
ascent or within a few minutes after surfacing. and the symptoms are usually major.
However, it may become evident many hours after the dive and may involve anything
from minor local defects to unconsciousness and convulsions.
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Bloody froth, coughed up or seen at the nose or mouth, signifies lung injury. When
a diver using scuba exhibits this symptom, particularly if associated with neurologic
disorders, the diver is probably a victim of air embolism.

Unconsciousness, respiratory arrest, neurologic disorders, and certain associated
manifestations are indicative of air embolism. Symptoms are dramatic and sudden in
onset, and brain damage or death can result in a matter of minutes; recompression is
the only proper treatment. However, in applying first aid, dramatic relief from
symptoms of air embolism may be achieved by turning the victim slightly on left side,
in a 15-degree head-down position. This technique is successful in the increase of
intravenous pressure, dilation of the venous system and capillary bed of the bruin,
dislodgement and dispersion of emboli, and restoration of circulation.

The tilt technique is no considered a substitute for recompression, but as a slight
modification of the standard position used in first aid fora victim of shock. The victim
is kept in this position while enroute to a recompression facility, and resuscitation
may be administered in this position if necessary. Be alert for %Perm ting. Administer
oxygen to the victim throughout transport if possible. Mediastinal and subcutaneous
emphysema and penumothorax are often associated with air embolism. If symptoms
of these conditions are indicated, consider the diver as a victim of air embolism and
take appropriate first aid measures. If the victim has difficulty breathing in the tilted
position, lower the body back to a horizontal position; lowering the head only over the
edge of the stretcher may be beneficial. If head injury is evident, use the tilt position
only at a doctor's direction. The proper action for almost ail diving casualties can be
summarized in four simple statements:

1. If the diver isn't breathing, start resuscitation immediately.
2. Acquire.medical attention at once (unless the injury is a mild or sanplv condi-

tion).
3. If the diver is injured, give appropriate first aid (combat shock: head down, tilt

position).
4. If there is any possibility of air embolism, arrange for immediate transportation

to a recompression facility; keep victim in a head down position (slightly on the
left side) and administer oxygen.

Unfortunately, mo!:t hospitals are not equipped to treat diving-induced air em-
bolism. Many phy.;icians are not familiar with the specific ramifications associated
with scuba diving injuries. All personnel responsible for the health and safety of
scuba diving students or recreation participants must know the (1) location of the
nearest recompression tre.atment facility and (2) physicians knowledgeable of diving
accidents, ro not expect local emergency medical personnel, hospitals, or physicians
to have this information. Contact local scuba diving instructors, diving clubs, scuba
equipment supply stores, or law enforcement authorities for this information. Be
certain to v:rsonally confirm information from the above sources. Many "authori-
ties are ni;:.inforried on chamber and divine, physician availability. The following
information should be posted at all aquatics facilities:

I. Name, location and telephone number of nearest physician with specific know-
ledge of management of diving injuries.

2. Location, telephone number, and contact person for the nearest hyperbaric
chamber.

3. First aid procedures for suspected pulmonary barotrauma.

Recompression and Hyperbaric Chamber
It is absolutely essential that a victim of an ai emnolism be treated by recom-

pression as soon as possible following the appearance of symptoms. In case.i (A air
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embolism, the brain is frequently involved; when it is. the symptoms are usually
extremely serious and, unless the victim is recompressed immediately, death or
permanent damage may follow even a short delay. Transportation to the nearest
facility equipped with a hyperbaric chamber must be made by the most rapid means
available. When the distances are great. an ambulance is generally not the most rapid
transportation available. Under such circumstances, efforts should be made to obtain
a helicopter w other airborne conveyance. Flight a!' low altitude will not appreciably
aggravate the victim's condition and is of minor consequence when the alternative is
delay.

The technica! and theoretical details of treatment by recompression will not be
reiterated here. The purposs of recompression is to provide prompt and lasting relief
from symptoms of air embolism. Recompression procedures are designed to reduce
the obstructing bubbles to a size at which they become asymptomatic and to ensure
that no bubble becelues symptomatic upon subsequent decompression. Initial treat-
ment pressure is equivalent to 163 feet of sea water regardless of the diver's depth
during the accident. Gradual decompression requires several hours. Proper treatment
must be conducted under the auspices of specially trained personnel. Improper or
inadequate attempts by untrained personnel to recompress a victim may result in even
more severe damage than the initial manifestations.

The layman is cautioned against attempting to administer recompression. Such
action without suPervision by a licensed physician can involve risk, not only of harm
to the victim but of legal complications, both civil and criminaL Attempts to
recompress the victim by submerging the diver underwater at the dive site are
considered fruitless and hazardous. Do not attempt in-water treatment.

In the event that the local physician is unfamiliar with diving and the availability of
hyperbarie chamber facilities, a 24-hour-a-day emergeocy diving advisory service is
maintained by the U.S. Air Force at the School of Aerospace Medicine at Brooks Air
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas. In an emergency, simply dial the San Antonio area
code (512) and then the letters which appear on the telephone dial spelling out the
words LEO FAST.

Conclusion

Many aquatics instructors and administrators lack specific knowledge of scuba
diving. Consequently, scuba diving activities are frequently conducted without
adequate provisions for qualified supeNision, rescue, first aid, and special treatment
requirrnents unique to scuba diving. Prospective rescuers must have specific know- A
ledgL of the physiological implications involved in the rescue and subsequent care of
scuba diving accident victims. Improper rescue procedures and liist aid may result in
a number of medical complications leading to the possibility of pernmnent paralysis
of various portions of the body or death. Serious accidents can and do occur in
shallow water and swimming pools.
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DEEP WATER RESCUE BREATHING*

ALBERT L. PIERCE

Al Pierce, scuba instructor, University of Pennsylvania, University Park.,
earned his Master of Education degree in health ee' safety at Temple Universi-
ty, Philadelphia. He has for years trained prospective water safety instructors
';,/. the Red Cross and scuba instructors for the Y MCA and the National
.4ssociation of Underwater Instructors ( NAUI). He produced the 1974 C1NE
Golden Eagle award winning movie, "Deep Water Rescue Breathing."

Nh.a can you do? You've just found your snorkling buddy on the surface in opentier, not breathing! If you tow him to shore he may be dead before you get there. He
needs air and fast! But how? Mouth-to-mouth rescue breathing has saved many
lives on land. But can you breathe air into the mouth of a limp unconscious person
when the water is so deep you can't stand on the bottom?

If you swim, snorkel or scuba dive in open water, as more and more people do these
days, you owe it to yourself and your buddy to learn one or both methods of deep
water rescue breathing. Mouth-to-mouth is uncomplicated and easy to learn, but
without t1ot2iion or fins it is very tiring to continue. In contrast, you will not get tired
giving air, mouth-to-snorkel because you don't have to lift your head above water. A
few minutes' practice is usually enough to perfect making a good seal over the
victim's lips with the snorkel mouthpiece.

Mouth-to-Mouth
If you are a good swimmer and can tread water well, you can give a few breaths of

air to a non-breathing victim, mouth to mouth, when no equipment is available.

I. Start with a chin pull and turn the victim's face up. Using your free hand, turn
the head, pull down the corner of the mouth and let any water drain out. (Figure 1.)

Figure 1.

Illustrations (Figures 1-9) arc by Robert Betof.

*Printed with permission ot the author. 1976. Copyrigh hilN been applied for by Albert L. Pierce.
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2. Hook your free arm over the victim's near arm and place your hand underneath
the back. If you can, cradle the neck between thumb and forefinger of that hand.
(Figure 2.)

Figure 2.

3. Release the chin pull and press with the heel of that hand on the victim's
forehead, tilting the head back for an open airway. You can easily pinch the nostrils
then with your forefinger and thumb (Figure 3.)

Figure 3.
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4. Turn .the head toward you.
5. Seal your mouth over the mmth and blow.

In the initial chin pull position (which may precede both mouth-to-mouth andmouth-to-snorkel methods), the victim's head should be held firmly in the crook ofyour arm or against your chest to prevent the victim from floating or dvi Ring away.Kick at an angle toward the victim's feet and your forward momentum will keep bothyour faces out of the water.
Your mouth shonld be opened wide and pressed down tightly over the victim's lips,and the seal kept tight while blowing to fill the lungs with air (like blowing up aballoon). You can feel the pressure building up in the victim's lungs, so you know heor she is getting air. If you feel a blockage, tilt the head back more. In your initialeffort, tiT, co get four quick breaths into the victim without allowing him/her to exhalefully. ln -ictice, blow gently at first. If you puff air into a conscious victim's throatwith a strong gust, he or she will probably block the flow of air whereas an initialgentle pressure will encourage the victim to open the throat and allow the lungs to befilled with your expired air

Turning the victim's b..'Ad ward you allows you to seal your mouth over thevictim's without lifting yot, hc,id high out of the water. If you don't turn the head, theweight of your head above the water may force the face under before you can make agood seal. However, it won't matter is the face is accidentally submerged if you havemade a good seal first. Although you can blow air into the victim while both heads arcunder water, be sure the face is above water before you release, as water in the mouthmay cause a spasm or go into the lungs.
The arm-over-arm position (called the "do-si-do" in square dancing) affordsexcellent control of the victim. It can be done equally well from the right or left side.(See Figure 2.) If two rescuers are available, both can hold the victim in the"do-si-do" with one rescuer on each side. One can help support and tow while theother gives mouth-to-mouth. When one gets tired; they can switch. If a third rescuer isavailable, he or she can place the victim's feet on his/her shoulders and push. (Figure4.) .

Figure 4.

When you are adept at mouth-to-mouth in shallow water, try it in deep water. firstusing fins or flotation. Fins will allow you to kick high enough to place your mouthover the victim's mouth. The buoyancy of an inflated life vest or buoyancy com-pensator on the victim helps to keep the victim from sinking when you make mouth
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contact. Skin and scuba divers normally have this equipment. You may or may not
wish to inflate your own jacket. If both are inflated you may not be able to get close
enough for good mouth contact. If this happens, release some of the air through the
oral inflator tube. Practice with jackets will show how useful they might be. The extra

bulk of even one inflated jacket will make towing more difficult, especially against a

current.
Dropping the victim's weight belt also adds buoyancy, but be sure to get some air

into the victim first. Gear manipulation or removal should be done only after initial or

subsequent attempts to give air.
Onee you are confident of giving mouth-to-mouth in deep water using flotation,

you should try without added buoyancy or fins. This is very difficult, but even one
breath may be enough to keep a drowning victim's heart going.

Scuba divers should practice in full scuba gear, but can start by wearing only wet
suit gloves. They will make the fingers feel clumsy initially, but with practice it will

be pas r. Pr ice should be continued in open water under varied conditions of

waVes and curre t.
Mouth-to-m th rescue breathing is fast and requires no equipment, but without

flotatior or fins it is difficult and vei-y tiring. Even a strong swimmer has trouble
givitjg more than a few breaths. What you need is a way of giving air without lifting
your head high out of the water. So, if you are going to gi we your drowning buddy air,
mouth-to-mouth, skip your mask strap, with snorkel attach,:,:. ,wer your arm. You're
going to get tired and you can use that snorkel!

Mou th-to-S nor kel

A snorkel enables even a weak swimmer to give air in deep water while towing a

victim to safety. Here's how:
1. Turn the victim's face up with a chin pull. Using your free hand, turn the head.

pull down the corner of the mouth and let any water (main out.
2. Clear water from your snorkel by letting it run out or by blowing it out. Keep it

clear by bending the tube end up or by holding it in your teeth. A one hand way of

clearing the snorkel is shown. (Figure 5.)
3. Release your fingers from the chin pull to receive the snorkel mouthpiece

between your middle and ring fingers. Keep control of the victim's head by holding it
tightly against your chest, using your wrist. (Figure 6.)

Figure 6.
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4. Press the snorkel flange over the victim's mouth, sealing it tightly all the wayaround. Use your right hand (or left, if you are left-handed) to make a better seal.5. Pinch the nostrils with your thumb and forefinger and blow into the tube. You'llhave to blow a little longer than for mouth-to-mouth to overcome the snorkel's deadair space. (Figure 7.)

Figure 7.

6. After giving a breath, remove the tube end of the snorkel from your mouth andallow the victiM's exhaled air to escape through the tube. You will not be able to seethe chest rising and falling, but you can hear and feel the exhaled air.7. If your seal at the mouth or nose is imperfect, you will feel air escaping aroundyour fingers and will notice a lack of build-up ofpressure as you blow. If so, you arenot filling the lungs and you must re-adjust your fingers to make a better seal. If youfeel an air blockage, tilt the victim's head back more to open the airway or look forobstructions in the victim's mouth.
8. Continue blowing and releasing as you tow the victim to safety. On your back,you ...ce positioned well for a carry.
You should fill the victim's lungs with each breath. This will insure you areovercoming the snorkel's dead air space. When the victim stops exhaling you canimmediately blow back into the tube to refill the lungs. Although this will not hurt adrowning victim to receive air at a rapid rate, the rescuer may become dizzy fromhyperventilation. If so, slow down the rate. Of course, while the victim is exhaling,yoir are inhaling, being careful not to breathe in the victim's exhaled air.To block air from escaping, you may be able to push up against the victim's nosewith the edge of your index finger, instead ofpinching the victim's nostrils, to make abetter seal with the snorkel flange over the mouth. (Figure 8.)
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An almost perfect seal will result if the snorkel flange is inserted between the

victim's lips and teeth. This is not easy to do on an unconscious victim, and you may

waste time trying. If the flange is pressed tightly over the outside of the lips, a

sufficient seal can be effected quickly. Practice by pressing the flange over your own

mouth. You can test for leaks by blocking the tube end with your thumb as you blow.

If you cannot make a good seal with the flange over the outside of the victim's lips, try

twisting or screwing the flange into the mouth. Your seal does not have to be perfect.

The victim may be getting plenty of air ever, if some escapes. The real test of a seal is

whether the victim is comfortable while submerged. This will simulate waves

swamping the victim as you tow. If ycu practic.2 with a victim's face submerged, be

sure to have a pre-arranged signal so you will know the seal is effective! (See Figure

8.)
Most snorkels will work, including contoured types and those with corrugated

tubes, but some are better than others. Either the mouthpiece or the tube, or both,

must be flexible to allow you to aim the mouthpiece down over the victim's lips and

still keep the tube end out of the water. Check your snorkel and see how it works.

Some are too inflexible and can't be used. If it is too long it may bend and pinch off the

air flow. A wide flange will help to make a better seal when pressed over the victim's

lips. Learn first with an easy snorkel. Later you may find you can make a good seal

with almost any snorkel. Snotkels with purge valves will work if you prevent the air

from escaping out of the valve by covering it with your hand. Air can be released for

exhalation, through the valve. You will have to vse both hands and hold the snorkel

tube in your teeth. 13: careful not to inhale th .2 victim's exhaled air. (Figure 9.)

Figure 9.

With the tube end of the sntrkel in your left (or non-preferred) hand, the curl at the

bottom of the J" formed by the snorkel should be oriented so that the mouthpiece is

aimed toward the fingers of your right hand to allow easy control of the tube end on

the left of the victim's head while Yoti are holding the snorkel flange over the victim's

lips with your right hand from the right side. (See Figure 6.)
If you need to use a snorkel which is tightly attached to a mask, don't bother to

separate them. Just let the mask dangle. It won't be in the way. If the victim is wearing

a mask, and you are sure it is clear of water, it may be left on to protect his face from

waves and spray. You can seal the nostrils by pinching through the mask or by

pushing up on its skirt or purge valve, depending on the type.

If the victim vomits, remove the snorkel, clear the mouth, swish the. snorkel

through the water to clear it, let it drain , and start over. Vomitus in the lungs will.kill.

Practice mouth-to-snorkel first on land. The seal is tricky because you can't see

what you are doing. Locate the victim's mouth with your fingers. With your little
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finger on the chin, your hand will be about right. Practice applying the mouthpiece
until you can do it easily. Your practice victim can help by relaxing the mouth and
throat muscles and allowing you to blow into the lungs. It is an interesting sensationfor both of you.

Thcn practice your seal in shallow water. Stoop down until the water is at chin
level, while you support the victim with a chin pull. Here you can practice keeping the
tube end out of the water while applying the mouthpiece.

When you feel confident in shallow water, try it in deep water. Use a life jacket on
the victim and wear fins to allow easy movement throuith the water so you can control
the victim with your hands. Kick with your fins and tow your victim head first through
the water. Your forward momentum will float you higher in the water. Then try
without fins or flotation.

Scuba divers should practice with full scuba ltear. The thick neoprene of wet suit
gloves will make your lingers fe6 clumsy, especially when sealing the mouthpiece,
but wi"-, practice you may find that the soft rubber helps to make a better seal. Because
of this, even ihree finger gloves or mittens can he made to work.

Keep practicing under varied conditions until you are sure of yourself. Mouth-to-
mouth resuscitation has saved many lives on dry land. As deep water rescue breathingbecomes part of standard rescue training, many more lives may be saved.

The movie, "Deep Water Rescue Breathine," Albert L. Pierce, 16 mm color,sound, 104 minutes is available from Pierce Productions. P.O. Box 1037,
Westford, MA 01886. Rental is $15, deductible if purchased at $110.



THE EGGBEATER KICK

RUTH JOHNSON

Ruth Johnson recieved her B .A . degree from the State University of Iowa, Iowa
City and her M.A. degree from Northeast Missouri State University, Kirksville.
A physical education instructor at West High School Davenport, Iowa, she has
served as a DG WS A.fivatics Rules member, AA U snychronized swimming
judge and a Nxional AA U women's water polo chairperson.

The eggbeater l:ick is a form of treading water that is used in synchronized
swimming and water poio. It is a circular pattern of the foot pressing forward, toward
the bottom of the pool and recovering around to begin the next cycle. The actioir of the
foot and lower leg is similar to an alternating breaststroke whip kick. The left leg
recovers as the right leg delivers the supporting thrust and vice-versa. The thigh
should remain as close to a 90° angle to the body as possible. The power comes from a
rotation of the thigh in the hip socket.

To eggbeater in the vertical position, the body assumes an erect sitting position
with the thighs at a 90° angle from the trunk. Knees remain relaxed and fairly
stationary about hip width apart as the lower leg and foot make a circling motion.
Back and stomach muscles should hold the trunk in good posture without becoming
involved in the kick itself.

The power phase of the right leg starts with the shin to the right of the body and as
parallel to the bottom of the pool as possible. The foot is cocked 90° to the shin so that
the entire :itside of the lower leg and instep of the foot can be used. A strong rotation
of the thigh causes the lower kg and foot to begin the thrust. Initial pressure should be
directed forward and toward the bottom of the pool. The ankle then begins to extend,
toes point inward as the pressure continues toward the center of the body. The toes
continue to lead the circle with the sole of the foot pressing. Finally the foot is relaxed
as the leg is carried back and up on the recovery to be cocked and ready for the next
circle. The student should work to move the beat evenly from one leg to the other for
smooth, continuous power. Strong, flexiblo knees, ankles and hips are important in
developing an efficient eggbeater kick.

As the hip rotation becomes smooth and the kick stronger, the pattern of the kick
becomes smaller and faster with the action almost directly toward the bottom of the
pool. There will be increasingly less finlsh toward the eenter of the body.

Steps to Develop the Eggbeater Kick
1. Swimmers should first develop the correct foot action for the breaststroke kick.

Practice speed tests of kicking on the stomach with the hands behind the back.
Swimmers should be able to keep their chins dry for a minimum of 25 yards.

2. Sit down, keeping a 90° angle at both the hip and knees, swinging the fcet as far to
the right as possible, then as far to the left as possible. Make the rotation of the
thigh in the hip socket.

3. While sitting, begin to rotate one foot inward and around the ankle. Enlarge the
pattern by adding movement of the lower leg. Keep the knees fairly stationary
and emphasize the thigh rotation. Do this slowly at first, then more rapidly.
Change legs:

4. Practice the alternate timing while sitting on a diving board. The lower leg must
have free room to come under the body and close to the buttock on the recovery
action.
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5. At this point the instructor may find it necessary to move the swimmer's lbw.
through the desired pattern of movement, Pressure or resistance may also be usedto show the exact time an,4 direction of the desired force.

6. Hang on to the edge of the pool with the back to the wall. Assume a sitting
position and practice steps t, 3 and 4. (Instruction could begin in this position,
though workout in the water can be beneficial.)

7. Move away from the wall and aggbeater with hand support. As the pattern
becomes smooth and strong, taiie the hands; then keep shoulders dry; then with
shoulders dry, extend arms fully overhead.

8. Develop additional strength and endurance with timed contests, heiglu contest,
patty cake games, passing a brick, or playing catch with a ball. (And, yes, a little
water polo. Use one hand on the hall while holding the 'ither hand in the air. Any
ball will do at first.)

9. Practice racing across the pool on the stomach, on the back and on the side using
the eggbeater. Repeat, aiming this time for maximum height instead of speed.10. Once skill is achieved, many coaches have swimmers eggbeater during an-
nouncements or instruction: These, can be as short or as long as one wishes the
practice of the eggbeater to be.
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YOU GOTTA BELIEVE ...
KATHLEEN S. JOHNSON

Kathleen Johnson has taught and coached swimming at various levels. She is

currently employed as head coach of the Westchester Senior High School swim

team, in the Spring Branch Independent School District, Houston, Texas. She
holds a B.S. degree in physical education front the Universityof Houston and a

M.S. degree from Texas Woman's University in Denton.

I call our sport the "50-metet jungle." The actual arena of competition is just

an ordinary r,:ctangle of water, exactly fifty-meters long and twenty-five meters
wide. But it is the focus of more clawing, more struggling for power and more

parasitism than aimost anywhere else in the world of sports)
The "50-meter jungle": what else could poss;bly take place in the midst of such

struggling? Fortunately, a great amount of physical and mental development and

building of character. Amid the truggle for power is happiness for those who find

success. In this "jungle" it is not guns that decide who is most powerful. Rather, it is
Fheer hard work and dedication 'that will bring home the trophy.

What drives an athlete to struggle, search and compete in this atmosphere? What

makes an athlete, a swimmer in particular, practice day in and day out? Why do they

peer at school books through chlorine-red eyes after a 5:30 AM workout, then return
after school for another? It isn't because smeone forgot to turn the heater up and the

temperature is 70 while the chill factor overhead is below freezing, nor is it because
the aching muscles are begging for more. So what is it? Certainly a love of the sport,

the thrill of competition, and the tremendous amount of discipline that is required are
factors. But beyond those, what can really get a girl into swimming?

Motivation
A swimmer needs to be supported by a coach who can motivate her to exist in her

swimming "jungle." Motivation is the difference between a good athlete and a great

athlete. Many great athletes are self-motivators but they still need the coach who
knows how to build them up and bring them down. All athletes need a coach who is

there and knows what to say when only a few hundreths of a second kept them from

being first. Extrinsic motivation comes in different shapes and sizes, be it a lollipop or

a pat on the back. Motivation must be consistent and a real feeling. It can make the
difference in a crucial moment when two teams have trained with very similar
yardage. On our team, it is a type of bond between coach and swimmer, swimmer and

team, and coach and team. That common bond was given an identity at a regional
meet. The 200-medley relay was about to start; the competition was intense. Our
relay team was destined to place fourth or fifth. They wanted to go to state but they

were young and they knew the going was tough. But as the saying goes, "when the

going gets tough, the tough gets going."
They trained, maybe not hard enough, but hard. When the race was over they were

not going to state, but neither were they fifth; they had placed third. Their times had
dropped considerably. They were happy. Not completely content, but not disap-

pointed because they had improved. What was it -'lat made these girls pass two other

teams which had continually beaten them? What stretched their fingertips to touch

'Sherman chavoor and Bill Davidson, The Fifth- Meter Jungle (New York: Coward, McCann. Geoghe-

gan. 1973), p. 5.
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only a few hundredths of a second earlier? The answer was given to me by one of the
girls as the relay left for the ready bench when she said, "You gotta believe coach,
you just gotta believe."

"You gotta believe" in team and in yourself whe:er coach or swimmer.
This attitude must be a part of a competitive swimming program. The coach niust be
able to motivate the swimmers to a third place instead of a fift1'. A team can :rain
scientifically, can film and analyze, and can say it might win. and :t will most likely
fail and with great consistency. You must train and film and analyze and you must
believe, in yourself as a coach, each girl as a competitor and in the team as a winner. It
does make a difference.

YOU GOTTA BELIEVE COACH: YOU JUST GOTTA BELIEVE!



TEACH THE REVERSE TO BEGINNERS
- SIMPLY AND SAFELY

GLORIA PETERSEN

Gloria E. Petersen receive(' !ler .S. degree from East Stroudsburg State
College, Pennsylvania, in hcaltgi a,,l physical education. She has been a Red
Cross instructor and tvas a member of the subcommittee on revising NAG WS
Diving Rules in 1969. She has been a high school boys and girls' diving coach,
owner of Gloria's Swim School in CaliforniaNational NAG WS diving and
swimming official, PSU men's and women's (living coach, and PSU ladies'
swim team coach. She also teaches diving and has coached s;tim teams at the
YWCA and pri...ate clubs.

How many times has the swimming coach been pressed into coaching the divers
because they were a part of the swim team? Even though swimming and diving are
entirely different sports, they are combined in a swim meet because both are water
sports, Most swim coaches know absolutely nothing about diving and certainly do not
have the time to learn.

Many schools hire a swim coach and perhaps an assistant coach, but few have
funds to pay a diving coach. 'reaching and coaching a limited number of potential
divers seems extravagant since so many more are involved in the swimming program.
Divers are kept to a limited number because board time is precious and talent in this
area is more quickly observed; those lacking in ability must be weeded out early.
Nonetheless, first place on the 1-meter and 3-meter board is just as important as the
first place swimmer in two events.

Diving is an all-time consuming sport which requires more time than most coaches
can give. Divers must find time on their own to practice, whether it be the approach
and hurdle alone (which can be &me on a trampoline, pool deck or mini board) or the
full approach with required dives. Ihe optional dives should be practiced with the
coach overseeing in order to prevent bad habits or accidents.

The following su2gestions are offered to help the coach who can spare the time and
has a desire to help an aspiring young diver. One of the five required dives which each
diver must learn is the reverse; a difficult dive for a novice coach to teach if thecorrect
leverage principles are not applied. Follow this method and your beginners will learn
it correctly and safely:

I. Good approach and hurdle diver jumps high with both hands overhead.
2. When diver nears top, say "Lean!" Diver lets shoulders lean slightly with head

in direct alignment.

a.

"Lean"!

b.

Figure 1.
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3. Diver repeats five or six times until lean is consistent, with no arch and getting as
high as possible. (Jump must be within five feet of the board end). So, instead of
throwing the hip forward off the board, the diver gets full lift upward slight
lean backward, thus getting an exchange of weight very easily.

4. Now, chver jumps and leans; you call "Tuck!" Dive: puns knees toward chest,
drops head back and has now done a rev.'rse dive or let the diver stay tucked
for the full somersault. For the dive, call "Now!" or something similar, letting
your diver know to straighten legs to ceiling -- to bring arms overhead for the
dive.

"Lean"

a

Or

"Tuck"

b.

"Now-

-/V.") .4:00

"Now"

c. d.

g.

Figure 2.

The diver has learned two dives in one withoui 'lighting" for position and is ready
to do a pike or layout reverse dive with basics the same. Eliminate the old "kick the
football" technique which has done more harm than good. By pressing from the feet,
or kicking forward, the reverse is pushed outward and backward simultaneously, thushuirying the beginner.diver. It inhibits height and an up-and-down rotation. Granted,
for the reverse 2 or 21/2, some press is needed directly from the board, but not a great
deal. The shoulder lean initiates the spin, giving a mor, rapid rotation and more
vertical spin and entry.
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ESTABLISHING A YEARLY
COMPETITIVE SWIMMING PROGRAM

MILLIE ROBERTS

The author competed in AA U swimming for five years before becoming a
member qf Arizona State University women's -wimming team. While com-
peting for ASU. she was a co-captain of the team that won three consecutive
national championships and was undefeated in all meets during those four
years. She was named Coach of the Y;ar in Florida and has served as an
assistant coach at Arizona State.and !rad coach at Texas Tech University. She
is presently instructor of physical education and women's swimming coach at
the University of .4rizona, Tucson.

When establishing a yearly competitive swimming program it is important to
consider the following factots, as they will determine what can be accomplished
during the season: ( I) the background or experience of the swimmers, (2) how much
time per week is available for practice, (3) the number of meets per ye tr or season, (4)
the number of times during the season that you will need to taper, and (5) the length of
the swimming season.

The background dr experience of the swimmers will determine the amount of
yardage or work they will be able to handle. Swimmers who have swum either in a
strong age-group or high school program will be able to cope with a more difficult
training program while less experienciA swimmers will need to adjust gradually to the
more diffi _ult workouts.

The time allowed for practice each week will determine the yardage that can be
swum as well as how flexible a coach may be with workouts. If a coach has the
advantage of two workouts daily, the swimmers may enjoy a more flexible training
program. Although a conflict with classes or exams can frequently cause a swimmer
to miss several practices, it is unlikely that the athlete would be forced to miss both
workouts in a day. If double workouts are available, the coach may utilize the first one
for a loosening type of practice, and the second one for a difficult practice session, or,
the coach may choose to use one practice for stroke drills and the other as a more
quantity type of practice. Also, if the swimmers look super, or are a little stale, the
coach has the option of cancelling a practice session.

If workouts cannot be scheduled once or twice a day, it is most important that the
swimmers be in attendance as much as possible. If they know when practice will be,
then each swimmer should be able to schedule classes around practices. The coach
should provide some dry-land exercises that could be done on the days that the
swimmers are unable to get into the water. In the early season, the swimmers may be
running or riding bikes to help maintain can.'iovascular endurance.% The coach should
not let the swimmers feel they will automatically be defeated Aince the': will only be in
the water three or four times per week. It is not unusual to see teams that are fresh and
excited, defeat teams that are exhausted, bored, and do not care about swimming,
much less winning. The coach should make the best use of practice times according to
the needs and desires of the swimmers. Just as there is a harm in too little work, there
is a greater harm in too much work.

The number of meets that the swimmer will compete in will also determine training
techniques. The more meets that are scheduled, the closer the coach must watch the
swimmers to be sure they aren't becoming overly tired 1*.;efore the major meets. From
,my experience as a swimmer and a coach, a meet every two or three weeks is
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preferred. Any more than that can lead to an overly tired group of swimmers, and any
less can lead to a very bored group. If you are able to schedule meets a few weeks
apart, the swimmers shou1d be abie to maintain that "competitive hungriness."
During the two weeks between meets, the coach will have plenty of time to iet the
swimmers recover, gain strength and speed. even take it easy a day before the meet. If
some meets are scheduled once a week, the coach may have to choose the most
important ones and sivim through the others in orderto save strength and much needed
speed for the more important meets.

Ideally, it would be advantageous to taper or rest only once a season, however, that
is not always possible. Sometimes it is necessary to taper some swimmers before a
championship meet in order to meet qualifying time standards, while other swimmers
on the same team will have to taper only for thk: championship meet. Again, the coach
must be flexible enough to taper some swimmers and at th same time keep the
remainder of the team training hard.

The length of the season will determine how long the coach may keep the
swimmers in each training phase. The longer the season. the better condition the
swimmers should be in, and, the better their performanceY.

Training Phases
Basically, there are four phases of training during the swimming season: (1)

pre-conditioning, (2) conditioning, (3) competitive. and (4) the taper phase.

Pre-conditioning

During the pre-conaioning phase oftiaining, many stroke drills can be used along
with weight training and general body conditioning exercises. One double workout
should be sufficient. The object is to develop proper stroke mechanics along with
conditioning the athletes before they reach the more difficult conditioning phase.
During the early season various acti vities such as jogging, bicycling, weight training
and even water polo will help increase cardiovascular endurance. This time may also
be. used to establish goals for each swimmer to try to achieve during the season. Take
this time to get to know your swimmers!

Conditioning

Gradually, the yardage that is swum should increase until the swimmers are
engaged in double workouts and long repetitive swims such as 10 x 500 or 50 x 100
with little rest between each repeat. Since the conditioning phase is probably the most
boring and tiring phase for the swimmers, the coach should vary each workout while
developing endurance in the swimmers. If endurance is not developed during this
phase, maximum performance cannot be chieved at the end of the season. It is also
important the swimmers see progress. A time trial 1,000 yards or even a 1,650-yard
swim each 7 to 10 days can prOve beneficial to the swimmers and the coach. Weight
training or conditioning exercises are important. During this phase, the swimmers
should be very tired and it will be difficult for them to be excited about swimming, but
if they work hard and let their bodies adjust to the work it will pay off in the long run.

Competitive Phase

As the season progresses and the meets draw near, the competitive se of
training begins. After developing endurance during thc conditioning period, spe d
the objective of this phase must be ..1'..veloped. Shorter distances are swum for
repeats and the rest inter...1 is still short, but is lengthened as the phase progresses. A
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typical main series set in this stage couId be 20 x 100 on 1:20 or 1:30, or 20 x 50 on :40
or :45. During the weeks of this phase the coach cannot expect to achieve 100%
performance from each swimmer during each practice. To prevent over-sprinting, a
coach may wish to employ a cycle type of training that would include a day ofdistance
traiiiing, followed by a ay of mid-distance swims, then a day of sprints. Then the
cyd.: wou1.1 repeat. The coach must see that the swimmers aren't overly tired and
adjusts workouts accordingly. Broken swims and "get out" races are effective and

interesting for the swin,mers.

Training
The training pl,ase that mnA swimmers look forward to is the taper or rest phase

during which the object is to keep the swimmers fresh, rested and ready to explode
with speed the day of the championship meet. Best times should be achieved during
this phase. Yardage is reduced drastically and rest between repeats is greatly in-
creased. Broken swims are very effective in this stage. At this point the swimmer
wants to be swimming .exactly the way she will in the meet. That includes proper
starts, turns, stroke mechanics, and finish. Now is the time to apply the finishing
touches to a performance. Everything must be perfect.

Normally this period lasts two to three weeks, depending on the length and
intensity cf the conditioning and competitive phases of training. Coaches must
remember to taper the sprinters earlier than the distance swimmers because the shorter
the distance to be swum, the longer the taper needs to be.

It is important for the coach to realize that just because one training phase may
concentrate on stroke mechanics and conditioning, those techniques must be incorpo-
rated throughout the year. The same is true of all phases of training; one overlapsand'
builds on the others.

Most swimmers like to feel that sometime each day they have sprinted, either on
kicking drills, on pulls, or on a 25-yard sprint at the end of practice. Swimmers like
the feeling of swimming fast, especially during the pre-conditioning and con-
ditioning phases.

Stroke mechanics are always important because the more efficient the stroke, the
greater the chance of an improved performance. Swimmers should practice legal
turns at all times. Too many swimmers become lazy and practice illegal turns which
become so automatic that they do these illegal turns in a meet.

To help swimmers have their mind set on a great performance and have the
confidence needed to swim well, a coach can conduct a "mental builders" workout,
probably the most boring, but also one of the most rewarding workouts. It can consist
of either 100 x 50's, 50 x 100's, or even 20 x 200's. Whatever the distance, it usually
puts a mental strain on the ,v,immers just to complete it. However, if they can finish
50 x 100's, .there is no redson why they can't swim one or two 100's hard during a
meet.

Throughout the year it is also necessary to develop lung capacity, not merely by
swimming and breathing normally, but also by taxing the lungs. No-breilther 25-yard
swims or underwater swims (never more than 25 yards), or 10- 15 yard sprints without
a breath all prove beneficial.

There are probably as many diffeient opinions as to the amount of yardage that
must be swum as there are coaches. I try te avoid totalling the yardage of a given
workout before practice to. provide sufficient flexibility to chang,' .luring practice, if
needed. Whenever the yardage was totaled before practice, both the team and I felt we
had not accomnliskrd a great deal if that amount was not swum. My belief is that it is
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not the quantity of yardage, but rather the quality of effort put into the repeat, that
makes a swimmer.

Coaches are aware that all work and no play can be very boring, and swimming on
the same black line for countless hours each yL:r can become old very fast. If the
swimmers can have fun and want to return to practice anxiously awaiting that day, it
will be much easier for you and a lot more interesting for them. Besides, if a team is
having fun working hard, they will probably have fun winning!
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DOUBLE-DUAL AND TRIPLE-DUAL
SWIMMING MEETS

LTE BELROSE

Lee Belrose recieved the B.S. degree from Boston University, Sargent College,
and the M.A. degree from Russell Sage College, Troy, New York. She is a
water safely instructor, national rated NAGWS swimming official, and former
state officiating chairperson of swimming for the New York State Council of
Women's Sports Officiating Boards. Presently she is teaching physical educa-
tion at Plainview High School, Plainview, New York.

To many coaches and officials of competitive swimming, the mention of a
double-dual or triple-dual meet often raises questions, such as,

What are double-dual and triple-dual meets?
What are the advantages of double-dual and triple-dual meets?
How do you structure and score these meets in order to avoid confusion?

Definitions

In a double-Aial meet, three teams swim at the same time and two meets are scored.
Team A competes with Team B.
Team A competes with Team C.

In a triple-dual meet, three teams swim at the same time and three meets are scored.
Team A competes with Team B.
Team A competes with Team C.
Team B competes with Team C.

In a triangular meet, three teams swim at the same time and one group meet is
scored.

Uses of Double-Dual and Triple-Dual Meets

The following suggestions are a few of the uses to which the double-dual and
triple-dual meet may be of benefit:

I . The basic double-dual and triple-dual meet structure and scoring are the same as
a dual meet conducted in a 4- or 5-lane pool. Therefore, they may be used as part
of a regular league schedule where a win-loss record is kept.

2. Where distances between teams make it difficult to compete, a triple-dual meet at
a centrally located facility may be taken into consideration.

3. Where facilities are limited, multiple use of the available pools may be an
important factor in scheduling.

4. When the length of the season allowed for competitive swimming is limited, the
number of meets that can be scheduled may be important.

5. When there is a limited number of teams competing in an area, interest may be
stimulated by a schedule that includes both a round-robin tournament of dual
meets and a schedule of triple-dual meets.

6. During a league season, a coach may have to postpone a meet. If rescheduling
becomes difficult, the coach may want to consider scheduling a double-dual
meet.
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1AUBLE DUAL and TRIPLE DUAL MEET SCORE SHEET

....14.17=1.1.11.m....mmu.larmmawn

SCORE: Relays 7.0

Ind, 5.3.1

TEAM A VS,

Team A Bethpage Lanes 1 & 4

Team 13 Troy Lanes 2 & 5

(team name)

TEAM A vs, C

Team A Bethpage Lanes 1 & 4

Team C Plainview Lanes 3 & 6

(team name)

TEAM 8 v C

Team 13 Troy Lanes 2 &

Team C Plainview Lanes 3 & 6

(team name)

Team 13

Lanes 2 & 5

Finish Scratch

Lanes 2 & 5

Team A
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Team C

Lanes 3 & 6
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OFFICIAL TEAM ENTRY SHEET

Team A

Team B

Team C

(Name of Team)

Lanes 1 & 4

Lanes 2 & 5

Lanes 3 & 6

For use in:
Triangular Meets

Double Dual Meets

Triple Dual Meets

Date:

EVENT
A

Lane 1
B

Lane 2
C

Lane 3
A

Lane 4
B

Lane 5
C

Lane 6

#1
Medley
Relay

Times:

#2
200 Free Times:

#3
100 Breast

Times:

#4
100 Back Times:

#5
100 I.M.

Times:

#6
50 Free Times:

1

#7
Diving

Order of F.

Team 4 Team B Team C
_ _ i

,

#8
Butterfly rinTeiT

I

1

#9
100 Free Times:

1

#10
50 Breast

Times:

#11
50 Back -

Times: 1

#12
400 Free

Reby

L

Times:

L.B.
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Procedure for a Triple-Dual Meet in a 6-Lane Pool
A. The scoring system governing the meet is that which applies u, owl meet in a

4-lane pool. Each team is allowed two entries per event. Diving order is by draw.
B. Prior to the start of the meet:

I. The referee meets with the three coaches and:
a. Has coaches draw for the required dive.
b. Has coaches draw for lanes and team code letter ments.
Example:

Team A

Lanes 1 & 4

Team B

Lanes 2 & 5
jTvri C

3 & 6

c. Collects from each coach a team roster and give thi t;,., the chief recorder.
2. The Chief Recorder:

a. Receives from the referee the cards with team I:suers, lane assign-
ments and team name; records this information on the team entry work
sheet and meet score sheet. (See forms on pages and .)
The team code letter is also recorded on the e.ivin- 4reets.

b. Sets up and coordinates the scoring table
1) Clerk #1 receives team entry cards from 07..; and checkr

on the team roster for legal entries. (Suggcs:d procAure: ! next
to the name if entered in an individual e'en., and ur,. R if in a
relay.)

2) Clerk #2 records the names on the team entry i7,rk ?nd -axis the
official times on the woit sheet as they becorm.

3) Clerk #3 assists the chief recorder, where necessary, in r,.0,-.tirw scores,
scoring diving sheets, etc.

C. During tt:.e meet:
I . The officials judge the finishes of each event "acosss-thc6:.)ard" by lanes,

and the referee sends the results to the chief reco:der
Example: Order of finish 4, 3, 6, 2, 1. 5.

2. The chief recorder lists the complete order of finis) 6.ir the ev;:nt for each of
the dual meets on the scoresheet.
a. The ianes not involved in the particul:!' ;r4eet are then scratched and

the places and scores for the dual merq are iecorded.
b. This procedure is repeated for each of dual meets.
c. The event order of finish is recorded on the score sheet by team code

letter, that is, A, A , B, C, B, C. The code letter not applicable to the dual
meet is scratched and' places and points are awarded accordingly.
(See sample score sheet for example of scoring procedure.)

Procedure for a Double-Dual Meet in ir Lat.*: Pool

All procedures above apply io this meet %kiln the following exception:
The dual meet scoring area not applicable to the meet is scratched on the triple-dual
meet zrore sheet.
E)...,mple: A vs. B

A vs. C

Summary
The th.uble-dual and triple-dual meet :s a structure that, in many instances, has

been overlooked. With a procedure for structuring and scoring such a meet, the coach
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with imagination and initiative can expand the scheduling of competitive swimming':
The officials can proceed, with confidence, in a meet that is well organized.
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NAGWS OFFICIATING: SUGGESTED CHANGES
FOR MORE FUNCTIONAL OPERATION

CONSTANCE BIRKIE
BONNIE EDWARDS

Com:mance Birkie received her B.A. and M.A. degrees at Stanford University,
Stanford, California, and her Ed.D. at the University of California, Berkeley.
As an assistant professor of physical education at San Francisco State Universi-
ty, she is involved in the teacher education program. She also coaches a swim
team and is serving as commissioner of swimming of the Golden State Inter-
collegiate League of Northern California.

Bonnie Edwards received her BA andStandard Secondary Credential from San
Jose State University, San Jose, California. She teaches mathematics and
physical education at Homestead High School and coaches the girls swimming
team. She has been a N AG WS national swimming official for the last I I years
and has taught numerous classes and clinics on swimming officiating.

Currently, nationally rated NAGWS swimming officials are highly competent,
knowledgeable individuals well qualified to handle meet situations as lead officials,
i.e. referee. Unfortunately, officials of this caliber are too scarce to meet the demands
in competitive swimming programs in many areas. For lack of adequate NAGWS
leadership and officiating, numerous swim programs throughout the United States
are either turning to other organized entities for assistance, officials and sometimes
jurisdictional control, or are using untrained and unqualified personnel in critical
officiating positions. Ex-swimmers, swimmer's families and friends, and swimming
..iipporters form an interested and motivated group and a barely tapped resource for
more complete participation in the swimming officiating scene. It is suggested that
through more flexible handling of the NAGWS officiating rating system and respon-
sible report feedback at the local board level a greater number of capable offici"'s
could be developed to contribute to the operation of top grade programs for gir:
women.

Training Officials

Present NAGWS swimming officiating examinations require the trainee to be
immediately developed to the exacting qualifications of a referee or the trainee
remains unrated. Consequently, many potential officiating participants ate quickly
discouraged by the large amount of highly technical, varied information they are
expected to digest rapidly. Consequently too few officials are "qualified" to work in
any capacity at meets, thereby increasing the use of "unqualified" personnel at the
practical level. Hence, a change is suggested which allows trainees to concentrate on
one officiating 3rea at a time.

A. Timers and Judges
Timers and judges could function adequately without passing a written examina-

tion. An apprentice period could be developed with voluntary sign-ups prior to
beginning of a meet. These inexperienced timers or judges would be assigned to work
with two qualified timers or one qualified judge. Before the first race, the experienced
personnel would review with the apprentice the handling of the equipment and the
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pertinent rules. The apprentice would then work with the experienced personnel, and
at the end of the meet the referee would review the time cards or judging slips. A timer
should be within -±0.2 second on the last 10 out of 12 races to become qualified.
Judging slips of a new judge should agree with one or more experienced judges on 10
out of 12 races. A card that specifies specific officiating duties (see card sample #1)
could then be issued by the referee with the section marked "lane timer" or "place
judue" initialed and dated. Initialing and dating a section would indicate that the
individual is qualified to perform that specific task. The referee would then send the
names of any newly qualified personnel to the local board chairman.

OFFICIAL
i

REFEREE

Diving

Referee
Starter Chief

Judge

Scorer
Chief

Timer

Stroke &
Turn

Judge

Clerk of

Course

Desk

Recorders Announcer

Lane

Tinier

Place

Judge

Diving

Judge

Figure I. Card sample e- I.

B. Diving Judges

A potential diving judge would attend a clinic or workshop on judging diving and
practice judging 12 to 15 fihncd dives, including broken position, knees spread, etc.
A trainee should agree within ±-1 point on 10 out of 12 dives with a panel of three or
more qualified judges to receive an apprentice card. With the apprentice card, the
trainee should work with two or more experienced judges for at least three meets and
agree within ± 1 point on at least 90 percent of the dives at the meet. The diving
referee would then initial and date the officiating card for diving officiating. After
three initialed, successful meet working experiences, the trainee's name would be
sent to the officiating board as a qualified diving judge.
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C. Stroke and Turn, Starter, ChiefJudge, Scorer, Chief Timer, Desk Recorders
Trainees in these areas should attend a clinic or workshop held before a meet,

practice the specific task with trained personnel during the meet and pass a simple
written test on the specific area after the meet. Meeting these standards would result
in the issuance of an apprentice card. Followup would encompass work at five or
more meets with experienced officials at that specific position. Five initialed and
dated, successful meet working experiences, would then fully qualify a trainee; the
last referee would then forward the official's name to the local board chairman. After
a trainee becomes qualified to work at one level, further apprentice experience
working with an experienced official would qualify him or her for the next higher
level.

D. Swimming Referee and Diving Referee

The swimming referee trainee should be qualified in all areas, and work at least one
year within the swim meet mileu. The referee trainee should then referee two or more
dual meets under the supervision of an experienced referee to be qualified as a dual
meet referee and apprentice two or more group meets for group meet qualification.
N AG WS written examination and standards, limited to swimmino, rules, should also
be administered for the group meet referee qualification.

The diving referee trainee should have at least one year experience as a diving
judge, apprentice referee diving at at least two dual meets with an experienced diving
judge and pass a written examination limited to diving rules. Further group meet
apprenticeship of two or more successful meet work expedences would qualify the
individual as a group meet diving referee.

Record Keeping

At the end of each meet the referee would send in names of all upgraded offid:ils to
the NAGWS local board chairman. Prior to the swimming season the board chairman
would publish new listings to all high N, hools, colleges and universities within the
board's jurisdiction of current ratings of all listed officials. Thus the board would
become an integral part of the control, information and feedback of the officiaiing
activities within its area; swimming coaches and activity directors would have a

current list of referees and officials qualified to fill specific positiow: in their area.

Evaluation and Rerating of Current Officials

The board chairman would issue new cards every year. Timers and judges would
receive automatic rerating if they worked during the previous rating period. Other
officials would be required to attend regular refresher meetings whenevei nev,i
rulebooks or rule changes were issued, as well as working during the previous rating
period, in order to be rerated.

The board chairman would also maintain an evaluation card file (see card sample
#2) on all officials except timers and judges. If an offir:ial achieves an average of at
least 3.5 on a scale of 0 to 5 on at least five meets during the previous rating period,
that official would be reinstated. It would be the responsibility of the official to
request an evaluation card. If an official does not work during a rating period, the
official should attend a clinic or workshop before reinstatement. If more than one
rating period is missed, the individual should begin the rating process anew. If
evaluation cards indicate that an official is doing a poor job, the board chairman
should have the authority to downgrade the offidal accordingly.
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Name of Official Date
Person Responding Sport
Circle Your Title: Coach Examiner, National, State Official
Circle the response which you believe indicates the compe-
tence of the official. 1 is lowest, 5 is highest.
KNOWLEDGE: 1 2 3 4 5

ACCURACY/

THOROUGHNESS 1 2 3 4 5

COVERAGE OF

ASSIGNED RESPONSIBIUTIES: 1 2 3 4 5

APPEARANCE 1 2 3 4 5

TACT/CONTROL 1 2 3 4 5

OVERALL COMPETENCY 1 2 3 4 5

poor average excellen t
COMMENTS:

Figure 2. Card sample #2.

Summary

The suggested proposal could work effectively within active boardson a voluntary
basis for a trial period without violating the current NAOWS officiating rating
standards for the lead position of referee. It is hoped that boards might attempt to
implement the proposal and communicate progress and impressions to the national
organization in the ongoing process of upgrading swimming officiating for girls and
women in competition.



SWIMMING A MOVEMENT APPROACH
FOR ELEMENTARY CHILDREN

DONNA THOMPSON

Donna Thompson earned the Ph.D. degree from the Ohio State University,
Columbus. She has taught physical education to students from preschool
through college age. As an associate professor of physical ed«cation at the
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, she is a specialist in elementary
physical education and stresses the movement approach.

Movement

Movement education is an approach to physical education which uses Laban's (7),analysis of movement, emphasizes the variety of ways the body parts are moved and
introduces several methods which foster maximum involvement of children with
Movement. As a result of being involved with a movement approach, children shouldbe able to understand, control and improve the many ways their bodies Theaim is to help children be efficient and effective movers.

One of the predominant advantages of this approach is the independence which itcan foster in children. They learn to create unique ways to move and can tailor
responses to their own abilities. Since the norm for passing or failing a response to,asuggestion is nonexistent or extremely broad, the pressure is off thc students forfeeling that they must give the correct response. Instead, they begin to enjoy creating
different responses, become less self-conscious, and are better able to enjoy their ownand other's unique abilities. In addition, a movement approach enhances self-identification and self-understanding. Further, they begin to appreciate how they arealike and different from other children and how to move most efficiently.

Movement Analysis

To cope with movement, it is helpful to have a framework to use in the-analysis.
The movement model I below,has two essential categories elements of movement
as derived front Laban (5), and analyzed body factors the ways the body moves, asstated by Allenbaugh (2).

MOVEMENT MODEL 1

MOVEMENT ELEMENTS
Space Time Force HowRange near, medium, far Fast Hard-Soft Bound: interruptedLevel high, medium. low Medium Strong-WeakDirection up. down, forward

i,ackward. sideways
diaconal

Slow Heavy. Light
1 ignt- Loose

Free: smooth

Shape round, twisted. etc.
Pathways straight. curved

BODY FACTORS

Body Parts Bases of Support Bod Body Relationships Body Contro'

Methods

In the application of movement, the teacher can use various methods, among them.free exploration and guided discovery. Free exploration is a method which encour-
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ages children to explore and create a varie:y of responses to one problem which the
teacher has presented. The emphasis is on finding a.s many ways as possible to solve a
problem in order to develop neurological pathways, movement patterns and different
responses. This approach seems most effective with young children or those in the
early stages of development of a pattern.

As children grow older, they aro ready to combine patterns into sequences in order

to form skills. They are ready to perform skills more efficiently so they can be
effective doers Of particular sport skills. At thai point, guided discovery becomes an
effective method. The children are at a higher cognitive level and are ready to draw
conclusions about various ways of performing movement. Thus the teacher's chal-
lenge is to present a series of problems designed to take children through a movement
from the least efficient to the most efficient way t )erform a ski; If the movement
problems are interspersed with a series of evaluative questions with whicb children
are to respond, the results can be an exciting session in the proces of discovery. An
example of these two approaches as applied to swimming follows.

Swimming Skills
Only a few elementary texts.deal with aquatics and their coverage of the subject

varies considerably. (See iefuences, page 82). The American Red Cross has lists of

skills which children. should Le able to perform if they are to be categorized at certain

levels. Vannier and her colleasmes (8) have adapted these skilk to the abilities of
young children and noted criteria for decidine whether children have performed each
skill successfully. Kirchner (4) described various swimming programs across the

country. Moran and Kalakian's (6) coverage of aquatic activities is extensive and
developmental. Fait (3) has published a helpful correction chart. Seidel and her
colleagues (7) list sonie ways to utilize space, force, time, and flow factors as well as

some mechanical analysis concepts. Each of the bookS has a slightly different
emphasis.

One way to use the movement model is to categorize skills under the movement

element or dimension which is emphasized. Model 2 iists that analysis based OIl the

MOVEMENT MODEL 2
ANALYSIS OF SKILLS IN FINGERLING TEST .

SPACE
Range near. :,ediuni. far Shqu

Finning Pnine float arid rixover
Sculling Jump (shoulder deep) 01, swim

CraM., 15 It.
Elementary. back. 15 ft. Parhisvy

Level - high. medium low Crawl. 15 ft
Robbing Ul times Elementary hack. 15 It

rhythm breathing
1)r ire glide and reco, cry
Hack glide ;:nd tecovery
Sitting e

Kneeling di%e
Jump (shoulder deep) level of). %%in(

Direllum
Prone glide an: recovery
Havk glide and recoery
Cra,s1, 13 It.
Flimentary back. 15 ft.
Jump ..houlde dep1 ILL ci off. uli
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FORCE
Breathing holding 4 objects
Crawl, 15 ft.
Elementary back, 15 ft.
Sitting dive
Kneding dive
Jump (shoulder deep) level off, swim

BODY FACTORS
BotIv Parts

Crawl, 15 ft.
Finning

Bases of Support
Bobbing
Prone float
Back float

TIME: Fast, medium, slow
Bobbing 10 times = rhythnac breathing

FLOW: Bound or free
Prone float and recovery
Back float

Body Leath
Bobbing
Finning
Crawl
ElemCntary back

Body Control
Bobbing
Jump Drive

Body Relationships
Crawl
Elementary back
Sitting dive

testing procedures of Vannier et al.(8) Some skills might be placed in more than one
category, depending on the emphasis which the teacher wishes the children to
experience. Skills from the Fingerling test are categorized.

If a teacher were to select a theme around which to organize a lesson, some of the
skills which might be appropriate to emphasize or develop are noted in Model 2. For
example, a theme of change of Level and Body Parts might be appropriate early in the
experiences of children. The next section develops this theme more fully.

Two Approaches For Application

Exploration

For child-en in the early elementary school grades, some free exploration of a
theme is profitable. Taking the theme, Change of Level and Body Parts, a teacher
might have the children deal with non-locomotor, locomotor and manipulative
activities. As children aro able to work with one another, a section on working with
partners might be added. The questions or problems posed to the children all revolve
around the theme. For example, the section on non-locomotor activities might
stimulate children to move by making the following suggestions: Can you put your
hands on the water? Can you put your face on the water? Can you count to five while
your face is under the water? Can you find three ways to put your face and hands on
the water? How low can you put your hands in the water? Can you touch three body
parts while your hands are under the water? Can you touch three other parts while
your face in under the water? Can you touch your knees while your head is under the
water? Can you touch your ankles while your head is under the water? How low can
you get while you are touching your waist? How low can you ..tet while touching your
knees? Can you get your head as low as your knees? Can you get your feet as high as
your waist or your head? Find three ways to get your seat en the bottom of the pool.
Can you move from a high to a low to a high level in the water? How can you do that
two other ways? Can you find two ways lo move from a high to low to medium level
and then land on your feet?

Guided Discovery

As mentioned above, an approach that is particularly effective with older elemen-
tary children is guided exploration. The conditions for applicatio of this method are
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different from free exploration. The content has changed. Instead of using a theme
derived from the movement elements, the theme is based on a specific sport skill and
the analysis proceeds in a slightly different manner. Rather than explore the many
ways to move, the emphasis is to focus on the mest efficient way to use specific
movement elements and dimensions to perform a skill most effectively. Please note
that the categories in the analysis below have changed from those in Model I and that
only the most important elements for the performance of the specific skill are
emphasized in Model 3.

MODEL 3

MOVEMENT ELEMENTS
Space far range, high level, forward direction.

,reetangular shape. straight Nthway
Time -- medium
Force-- strong
Flow free

BODY FACTORS
Body Leads hands

MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES: Leverage, force. resistance
PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN MOVEMENT: Objective focus
BODY FOCUS: Head, arms. legs

Using the analysis developed by Allenbaugh( I) in Model 3 and principles of
proceeding from simple to complex, general to specific, open-ended to more specific
responses, how can you design questions (with a guided discovery approach) to lead
students to develop the forward crawl?
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Most of the references date from 1975. Since no publications included in former
Guides are repeated here, see previous DGWS and NAGWS tiquotics Guides for
earlier references. Prices indicated are subject to change.

Books

Lifesaving and Water Safety
Moloney, John, ed. 4quatic Safety and Lifesaving Program. New York: Association

Press, 1974. $4.95.
Presents the latest information about the National YMCA Aquatic Safety and
Lifesaving Program.

Pool Management
Council for National Cooperation in Aquatics. Swinuning Pools, A Guide to Their

Planning, Design and Operation. 3d ed. Ft. Lauderdale, FL: Hoffman Publica-

tions. $15.
Covers the planning, design, construction, equipping, maimenance, operation
and management of a public pool.

Research
Clarys, Jan P. and Lewillie, Leon, edS. Sit!imming II. Baltimore: Maryland Univer-

sity Park Press, 1975. $19.50.
A review of research on instrumenfation and metodology: resistance, propulsion,
and efficiency: analysis of swimming techniques; swimming starts, water polo and
lifesaving: instruction for normal and handicapped swimmers: and anatomical
aspects of swimming.

National Association of Underwater Instructors. P. dceedings of the Eighth Interna-
tional Conference on Underwater Education, NA Ul Diving Association, P.O.
Box 630, Colton, CA 92324, 1976. S:5.
Many first publishings of current research plus medical equipment, environment,
teaching, specialities and technique sections.

Skin and Scuba Diving
Collins, Stephen W. III, NAUI International Bibliography of Diving and Related -

Science. NAUI Diving A isociation, P.O. Box 630, Colton, CA 92324. 1973.

$2.95.
Includes periodical publishers' names and addresses as well as major book pub-

lishers name and addresses.
Jippesen. Sport Diver Manual, Denver, Colorado, Jippesen Sanderson Education

Division 1975. $5.04.
In-depth discussions covering equipment, the diver, the underwater environment

and diving activities.
National Association of Underwater Instructors. Revised Legal Aspectsof Underwa-

ter Instruction. NA Ul Diving Association, P.O. Box 630. Colton, CA 92324,
1976 $3.95.



Offers latest thinking about legal responsibilities of underwater instruction, what
to do after an accident, and how to teach defensively.

Small Craft

George, M.D. Basic Sailing. Motor Boating and Sailing Books, Box 2:119, FDR
Station, New York, NY 10022. $2.95.
Discusses the basics of sailboct handling.

Wickham, Hilary and Wickham, K.J. Motor Boating: Practical Handbook.
Levittown, New York: Transatlantic Arts, Inc. 1976. $5.50.
Covers boathandling and ownership: choosing and equiping the boat; basics of
boathandling; ropework; canal procedures; tidal know-how; safety precauti
mooring and insurance.

Swimming and Diving

Arnold, Lloyd C. and Freeman, Robert W.. ?rogressive Swimming and
Springboard Diving Prog am. New York: As!.. .,ori Press, 1974. $4,50. Pre-
sents the latest information about the National C k Progressive Swimming
Program.

Collis, Martin and Kirchhoff, Bill. Swimming Boston, Allyn & Bacon, 1974.
$3.95. Discusses key cognitive and motor concepis :4:..atics and provides a
series of learning experiences to help teach them.

Swimming for the Handicapped

American National Red Cross. Swimming fin- the Hana:-.wpped. Wirzhington, DC
The American National Red Cross, 1974. 50::
Provides oackground information on various disabilities, exp!ains how to u.;e_
aides, and offers teaching hints when working with handkapped swimmers.

Lawrence, Connie C. and Hackett, Layne C. Water Learning a New Adventure.
Mo ntain View, CA: Peek Publicadons, 1975. $3.95.
Describes water activities that are thought to offer perceptual. motor, and cogni-
tive learning experiences to norm:1 and handicapped children.

Swimnastics

American Alliance of Health, Physicvi Ed::con, and RecrcatiGa. Swinnuistics is
Fun. Washington, DC: AAHPER, 197 S4,25.
Suggests exercises, recreational swimming ti, games, rekys, contests. races
and references to helr veloo u swimnastics progam.

Synchronized Swimm

Gundling, Beulah. Pr 1:: in the W :r. The International Academy of Aquatic
Art, 2737 Meadowhrook, Dr., S.E.. Cedar Rapids, IA 5240:, 1976. $7.50.
A first account of n;storic events in synchronized swimming and aquatic :trt.

Lundholm, Jean and Ruggieri, Mary Jo. Introductim. ynchronized Swthaning.
Minneapolis, MN: Burgess Publishing Co., 1976. $7.9.
Discusses the mechanical principles i-Nolved in performing figures i; aid straes,
presents a unique movement progression approach for teaching and coaching, and
includes a yearly coaching plan.
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de Barbadillo, John and Murphy, Marjorie. Teaching the Very 'Young to Swim. New
v3rk. Association Press, 1974. $3.50.
Presents the latest information in conducting a swimming instruction pror Tt for
children from three to five years of age.

Lifrak, Stephen T. and Forbes, Dennis S. Psycho-Aquanetics. Psycho-Aquanetics
International, P.O. Box 22, West Point, NY 10O6. 1975. $12.
A pamphlet and casette tape which describes a method of developing aquatic skill
through relaxation and breath control.

Periodicals

Aquatic Management Journal P.O. Box 28163; Sacramento, CA 95828. Pub-
lished quarterly. $5 per year. New information in the field of aquatic nianagement.

N AU I News Subscription, NAUI Diving Association, P.U. Box 630. Colton,
CA Ten to twelve editions (81/2 x I ) per year. $12. lniudes articles on a wide
variety of teaching and diving subjects.
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RELATING TO AQUATICS

CONSTANCE BIRKIE
San Francisco State University

Amateur Athletic Union of the United States (AAU), 3400 W. 86th St., In-
dianapolis, IN 46268..(317) 297-2900.

American Camping Association (A(A), Bradford Woods, Martinsville, IN 46151.
(317) 342-8456.

American Divers and Coaches ASsociation (ADCA), c/o WADESCO, P.O. Bok
45361, 8622 Bellenca Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90045.

American National Red Cross (ARC), 17th & E Sts., N.W., Washington, DC
20006. (202) 737-8300.

American Public Health Association (APHA), 1015 18th St., N.W., Washington.
DC 20036. (202) 417-5000.

American Swimming Coaches Association (ASCA), c/o International Swimming
Hall of Fame, 1 Hall of Fame Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316. (305) 524-6536.

American Water Polo Coaches Association (AWPC A), c/o Water Polo Scoreboard,
1780 Spruce St. #5, Berdley, CA 94709.

Athletic Institute Inc. (AI), 705 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, IL 60654. (312)
644-3020.

Boy Scouts of America (BSA), North Brunswick, \-.1 08902. (201) 240-6000.
Boys Clubs of America (BCA), 771 First Ave., New York, NY 10017. (212)

684-4400.
Camp Fire Girls, Inc. (CFG), 1740 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. (212)

581-0500.
Council for National Cooperation in Aquatics, Inc. (CNCA), 220 Ashton Rd.,

Ashton, MD 20702.
Federation International Natation Amateur (FINA), 508 Waterloo St., London,

Ontario N6B 2P7, Canada.
The International Academy of Aquatic Art (I A AA). 206 Iowa Theater Bldg., Cedar

Rapids, IA 52401.
Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation (JPKJF), 1701 K. St., N.W., Suite 205,

Washington, DC 20006. (202) 347-1731.
National Association for Girls and Women in Sport (NAGWS) and Aquatics

Council, American Alliance for Health, Physical Education and Recreation
(AAHPER), 1201 16th St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036. (202)833-5545.

National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (N Al A), 1205 Baltimore, Kansas
City, MO 64105. (816) 842-5050.

National Association of Skin Diving Schools (NASDS), 1214 Rosecrans St., San
. Diego, CA 92109.

National Association of .,,,crwater Instructors (NA U1), 22809 Barton) Rd., Brand
Terrace (Colton), CA 92324.. (714) 783-1862.

National Board of the Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA), 600
Lexington Ave New York, NY 10022, (212) 753-4700.

National Collegiate Athletic Association (N CAA), P.O. Box 1906, Shawnee Mis-
sion, KS 66222. (913) 384-3220.

National Council of Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), 291 Broad .ay,
New York, NY 10007. (212) 349-0700; Nationnl YMCA Operating Council on
Aquatics, (212) 374-2151.
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National Federation of State High School Associations ( NFSHSA), 400 Leslie St.,
P.O. Box 98, Elgin, IL 60120. (312) 697-4100.

National Industrial Recreation Association (NIRA), 20 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL
60606. (312) 346-7575.

National Jewish Welfare Board (JWB), 15 E. 26th St., New Youc, NY 10010. (212)
532-4949.

National Junior College Athletic Association (NJCAA), P.O. Box 15FC Hutchin-
son, KA 67501. (316) 663-5445.

National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA), 1601 N. Kent St., Arlington,
VA 22209, (703) 525-0606.

National Safety Council (NSC), 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60611 . (312)
527-4800.

National SCUBA Training Council (NSTC), P.O. Box 7996, Long Beach, CA
90807.

National Surf Lifesaving Association of America (NS LSA), P.O. Box 366, Hun-
tington Beach, CA 92648. (714) 536-2581:

National Swimming Pool Institute (NSPI), 2000 K St., N.W., Washington, DC
20006. (202) 337-2244.

President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports ( PCPFS), Suite 3030, Donahoe
Bldg., 6th & D Sts., Washington, DC 20201. (202) 755-7947.

Professional Association of Diving Instructors (PAD!), P.O. Box 177, Costa Mesa,
CA 92627. (714) 642-7522.

SCUBA School International (SSI), 1634 S. College, Fort Collins, CO 80521.
Swim Facility Operators' Association (SFOA), do International Swimming Hall of

Fame, I Hall of Fame Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316. (305) 524-6536.
Underwater Society of America (USA), 1701 Lake Ave., Glenview, IL 60025,

(312) 729-3033.
United States Office of Education (USOE), BSS/S LEP Rm. 2079, Federal BlOgs.

#6, 400 Maryland Ave., S.W., Washington, DC 20202. (202) 245-8407.
United States Public Health Service (USPI1S), 330 Independence Ave., S.W.,

Washington, DC 20201. (202) 963-1110:1
Woren's National Aquatic Forum (WNAF), 3307 Bentley Blvd., Toledo, OH

41606

Agencies Publishing Rules

Competitive Swimming:

Amateur Athletic Union of the United States
Federation International Natation Amateur
National Association for Girls and Women in Sport
National Collegiate Athletic Association
National Jewish Welfare Board
Young Men:s Christian Association

Springboard Diving:

Amateur Athletic Union of the United States
American Divers and Coaches Association
Federation International Natation Amateur
National Association for Girls and Women in Sport
National Collegiate Athletic Association
National Federation of State High School Associations
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Synchronized Swimming:

Amateur Athletic Union of the United States
Federation International Natation Amateur
The International Academy of Aquatic Art
National Association for Girls and Women in Sport

Water Polo:

Amateur Athletic Union of the United States
Federation International Natation Amateur
National Collegiate-Athletic Association

Agencies Providing Certification

Lifesaving and Water Safety:

American National Red Cross
National Surf Life Saving-Association of America
Young Men's Christian Association

Skin and Scuba Diving:

National Association of Skin Diving Schools
National Associatio.t of Underwater Instructors
National Scuba Training Council
Professional Association of Diving Instructors
Scuba School International
Underwater Society of America
Young Men's Christian Association
(Los Angeles County has its owne.ertification system and only honors certifica-
tion within its program.)



AQUATIC RESEARCH
1972 - 1976

CAROL COOPER
University of Northern Iowa

Competitive Strokes

Barthels, Katharine. Three dimensional kinematic analysis of the hand and hip in the
butterfly swimming stroke. Dissertation Abstracts, 241-A, July 1974.

Cavill, Michael. A mathematical and cinematographical analysis of propulsive
effects in the dolphin butterfly. Completed Research in HPER 15: 1973, 158.
(University of Wisconsin)

Gallenstein, Joseph and Huston, Ronald. Analysis of swimming motions. Human
Factors 15: Feb. 1973, 91-98.

Miyashita, Mitsumasa. Method of calculating mechanical power in swimming the
breaststroke. Research Quarterly 45: May 1974, 128-137.

Scheuchenzuber, H. Joseph. Kinetic and kinematic characteristics in the perfor-
mance of tethered and non-tethered swimming of the front crawl arm stroke.
Dissertation Abstrcrts, 64-98-A, April 1975.

Seitz, Judith. A cinematographical analysis of hip and knee rotation during execution
of the whip kick. Completed Research in HP ER 15: 1973, 145, (Texas Woman's
University).

Stewart, Gloria Mae. Performance curves from the dolphin kick and flutter kick used
with the front crawl stroke. Completed Research in HPER 16: 1974, 96,
(Springfield College).

Welch, John. A kinematic analysis of world class crawl stroke swimmers. Completed
Research in HPER 17: 1975, 95, (Springfield College).

Facility Management

Bloomcamp, Patricia. Maintenance of swimming pools in the secondary schools of
Iowa. Completed Research in HPER 16: 1974, 81, (Drake University).

Handicapped Swimming

English, William. The effects of recreational swimming on young people with cystic
fibrosis. Completed Research in HPER 15: 1973, 148, (University of Utah).

Fuey, Vivian: Saudargas, Richard; and 3ushnell, Don. Two types of feedback in
teaching swimming skills to handicapped children. Perceptual and Motor Skills
40: June 1975, 963-66.

Keith, Charles. The effect of swimming upon self-concept and selected motor fitness
components in educable mentally retarded children. Dissertatio:i Abstracts,
4917-A, March 1973.

Moran, Joan. The effects of the front crawl swimming stroke on trainable mentally
retarded children. Completed Research in HPER 15: 1973, 151, (University of
Utah).

Neufeld, Marilyn and Neufeld, Richard. Use of videotape feedback in swimming
instruction with emotionaly, distrubed children. Perceptual and Motor Skills 35:
Dec. 1972, 992.
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Physiology

Barr Joel. Training techniques for peak performances in swimming. Completed
Research in HPER 18: 1976, 81, (California State University at Northridge).

Caffrey, Garret. Pic physiOlogical effects of chronic heavy physical training on male
age group swimmers. Completed Research of HPER 17: 1975, 167, (Ohio State
University).

Cook, Bill and Brynteson, Paul. Effect of a season of collegiate swimming competi-
tion and training on selected responses. Research Quarterly 44: March 1973,
63-70.

Dilley, Jan. Glycogen packing cind its effects upon college swimmers. C.nnpleted
Research in HPER 18: 1976, 205, (University of Wisconsin at La Crosse).

Gibbins, Jack. The effect of swimming training on selected aspects of the pulmonary
function of young girls. Completed Research in HPER 17: 1975, 146, (Western
Ontario).

Hartung, G. Harley. Specificity of training as indicated by heart-rate response to
exercise. Percepiaal and Motor Skills 36: April 1973, 639-645.

Hoimer, I. Oxygen uptake during swimming in man. Journal (d Applied Physiology
33: Oct. 1972, 502-509.

Holmer, I. and Astrand, P.O. Swimming training and maximal oxygen uptake.
Journal of Applied Physiology 33: Oct. 1973, 510-513.

Jaweed, Maxher; Herbison, Gerald; and Ditunno, John. Effect of swimming on
compensatory hypertrophy of reinnervating soleur and plantai is muscles. Ameri-
can Journal of P4sical Medicine 52: Feb. 1974, 35-40.

Krebs, Susan. A comparative study of interval triinit4 in conditioning age-group
competitive swimmers. Completed Research in HPER 15: 1973, 73, (University
of Kansas).

Martin, Jonn. Relationship of selected biological rhythms to paformance of com-
petitive swimmers. Completed Relearch in HPER 16: 1974, 156, (Brigham
Young University).

Neeves, Robert. The effects of hyperventilation on selected physiological variables
during a static 60-second swim. Completed Research in HPER 15: 1973, 151,
(University of Utah).

Ness, Gary. Cardio-pulmonary function in prospective competitive swimmers and
their parents. Completed Research in HPER 17: 1975, 147, (University of
Western Ontario).

Nomura, Takeo. The relationship of age to pulmonary function in trained swimmers
at rest and dt.ring exercise. Completed Research in HPER 17: 1975, 153, (Uni-
versity of Wisconsin).

O'Shea, John. The effects of anabolic steroid treatment on blood chemistry profile,
oxygen uptake, static strength, and performance in competitive swimmers. Com-
pleted Research in HPER 15: 1973, 151, (University of Utah).

Palmer, Thomas. The effect of an ingestedalkaline solution on the performance time
of trnined and untrained swimmers in the 100-yard freestyle. Cotnpieted Research
in HPER 17: 1975, 68, (Marshall University).

Pendergast, David. An analysis of the oxygen cost, mechanical work, and efficiency
of swimming the over-arm crawl at two velocities. Dissertation Abstracts,
1678-A, Oct. 1973.

Ridlinger, Rhonda. Chronic, intensive physical training and cardiac function in
female swimmers. Dissertation Abstracts 3491-A, Dec. 1975.
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Robinson, Pamela. The physiological effects of chronic heavy physical training on
femak age-group swimmers. Completed Research in HPER 17: 1975, 79, (Ohio
State University).

Shotwen, Frank. The relatiotp of swimming speed to selected physical measure-
ments. Completed Research in HPER 15; 1973, 138, (Texas Tech).

Simmons, R.W.F. and Hardt, A.B. The effect of alkali ingestion on the performance
of trained swimmers. Journal of Sports Medicine and Physical Fitness 13: Sept.
1973, 159-163.

Sloan, R.E.G. and Keating, W.R. Cooling rates of young people swimming in cold
water. Journal of Applied Physiology 35: Sept. 1973. 371-375.

Sprague, Homer. The rdationship of certain physical measurements to swimming
speed in male age group swimmers. Dissertation Abstracts, 4235-A, Jan, 1975.

Steinmetz, Conrad. Cardiac function in mak age group swimmers. Dissertation
Abstracts, 3492-A, Dec. 1975.

Wade, Charles. Effects of a season's training on the body composition of female
college swimmers. Research Quarterly 47: May 1976, 292-295.

Weswig, P.H. and Windkr, V. Iron supplementation and hematological data of
competitive swimmers. Journal of Sports Medicine and Physical Fitness 14: June
1974, 112-119.

Weyforth, John. A study of possible anatomical and physiological changes due to
supplements to the diet of varsity intercollegiate swimmers. Completed Research
in HPER 17: 1975, 129, (University of Kansas).

Whitaker, K. GaiL Performance changes following ingestion of sodium bicarbonate
solution prior to swimming in long sprint events. Completed Research in HPER
15: 1973, 111, (Smith College).

Psychology

Anderson, Peter. The relation of personality factors of Olympic national finalist and
non-national finalist swimmers to unfamiliar and familiar aspiration tasks. Disser-
tation Abstracts 5035-A; Feb. 1975.

Balazs, Eva. Psycho-social study of outstanding female athletes. Dissertation
Abstracts, 1480-A, Sept. 1974.

Ben. Keith. Effects of sdf-monitoring and graded practice ininterval training on
performance in a competitive swimming environment. Dissertation Abstracts,
2758-A, Nov. 1974.

CalwelL MichaeL A comparative study et: the influence of motivation on the
performance of I 1 and 12 year old age group swimmers. COmpleted Research in
11PER 18: 1976, 173, (University of Kansas).

Campbell, Wilburn. The self-concept of the black competitive swimmer: A psycho-
cultural analysis. Completed Reseerch in HPER 17: 1975, 91, (Springfield
College).

Clark, Marilyn. An asse.isment of characteristics of successful women intercol-
legiate athktie coaches. Dissertation Abstrwls, 5089-A, Feb. 1975.

Collins, Christine. Personality traits of women varsity participants in open and
closed skilled Torts. Completed Research in HPER 17: 1975, 91, (Springfield
College).

Colyer, Robert. Tactile sensitivity and swimming ability: Exteroceptive perception
of aquatic stimuli by three levels of college male swimmers. Dissertation
Abstracts, 6535-A, April 1976.

Gainter. lierald. Athletes' vnd coaches' expectations of coaches. Dissertation
Abstracts, 1451-A, Sept. 1976.
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Hoffstein. Jerald. The difference in self-concept between open and closed skilled
participants. Completed Research in HP ER 17: 1975. 93, (Springfield College).

Humphrey. William. Comparison of personality traits among college swimmers.
Completed Research in HP ER 18: 1976, 82, (California 'State University at
Northridge).

Lewis, Jane. An analysis of the feminine image and '.arious sport images of competi-
tive college women swimmers. Completed Research in HP ER 18: 1976, 189,
(University of ls:;,rih Carolina, Greensboro).

Maglischo. Ernest. The influence of personality of achievement in age-group com-
petitive swimming. Dissertation Abstracts, 7105-A, May 1975.

Maul. Terry. Parents' identification with the athlete role of their offspring involved
in competitive swimming. Completed Research in HP ER 18: 1976, 93, (Florida
State University).

McKenzie. Thomas. Effects of various reinforcing contingencies on behaviors in a
competitive swimming environment. Completed Research in HP ER 15: 1973, 51,
(Teacher's College of Columbia).

Misner, Jerold. The effect of competition upon the swimming performance of high-,
medium-, and low-anxious subjects. Dissertation Abstracts, 3122-A , Dec. 1973.

Nolan, Dianne. Aggressive characteristics of female basketball players and swim-
mers. Completed Research in HP ER 18: 1976. 218. (University of West Virgin-
ia).

Sheppard, Samona. Changes in body concept and self-concept among college stu-
dents who learn to swim. Completed Res,:arch in HP ER 15: 1973. 87. (New York
University).

Racing Dive
Cooper, Carol. A study of the effect of differing foreperiods on performance of the

forward grab swimming start. Dissertation Abstracts, Sept. 1976, 1449-A.
Groves, Richard. Relationship of reaction time and movement time in a gross motor

skill. Perceptual and Motor Skills 36: April 1973, 453-454.
Groves, Richard 'and Roberts, John. Further investigation of the optimum angle of

projection for the racing start in swirnming. Research Quarterly:T=13: May 1972.
167-174.

Krahenbuhl, Gary: Plummer, Ramona; and Gaintner. Gerald. Motor and sensory set
Ffects of grab start times of champion female swimmers. Research Quarterly 46:

Dec. 1975, 441-446.
Lowell, John. Comparison between the grab start and the conventional start in

competitive swimming. Dissertation Abstracts Oct. 1975. 2087-A .
Roffer, Barry. A comparison of the grab and conventional racing starts in swimming.

Completed Research in HP ER 15: 1973. 106. (Pennsylvania Stith University).
Thompson. Susan. The effects of water temperatur:. and wet and dry body starts on

swimming performance. Completed Research in HPER 15: 1973. 71 , (University
of Iowa).

Springboard Diving
Godbout, Paul. The effect of the number of judges on the intra-rater and inter-rates

reliability of ratings of diving performance. Dissertation Abstracts 868-A, Aug.
1974.

Ness. Robert. A ormparative ,tudy of the perceived stress of springboard diving by
age and sex groups. Dissertation Abstracts, 7710-A, June 1975.
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Page, R.L. The mechanics of toppling techniques in diving. Research Quarterly 45:
May 1974, 185-192.

Swimming Turns
Allen, David. A comparison of two types of turns in breaststroke swimming.

Completed Research in HPER 18: 1976, 133, (Springfield College).
Courtway, Robert. A compariscn of three breaststroke turns and their effect on

swimming fifty yards. Dissertation Abstracts, 1674-A, Oct. 1973.
Detra, Linda. A comparison of girls' swimming times at various ages using the

freestyle tumble turn and open turn. Completed Research in HPER 15: 1973, 57,
(University of Florida).

Harris, Wilson. Comparative times required to complete various back stroke turns.
Completed Research in HPER 17: 1975, 92, (Springfield College).

Hungate, Kenneth. A study of three methods of initial arm ilovements used after a
competitive backstrolte turn. Completed Research in HPER 16: 1974, 105, (East
Carolina University).

Roach, David. Comparison of the butterfly open and flip turns for competitive
swimming. Completed Research in HPER 15: 1973, 130, (Springfield College).

Synchronized Swimming

Arthur, Joanne. Biomechanical analysis of tlw pike surface dive. Completed Re-
search in HPER 15: 1973, 97, (Pennsy1va,lia State University).

Teaching

Aitkins, Cathy. Effects of teacher expectations on student achievement in swim-
ming. Completed Research in HPER 17: 1975, 107, (University of Alberta).

Anderson, Ina. Learning rates of selected swimming skills. Dissertation Abstracts
2030-A, Oct. 1974.

Crites, Jerry. A study of selected physiological and psychological factors to deter-
mine their relationship to the performance of the crawl stroke by beginning
swimmers. Dissertation Abstracts 2084-A, Oct. 1975.

Douglas, John. An experimental study of teaching beginning swimming to water
fearful nonswimmers with the use of SCUBA. Dissertation Abstracts, 3352-A,
Jan. 1973.

Graham, Robert. The comparative energy expenditure of drownproofing and tread-
ing water. Complet: Research in HPER 17: 1975, 146, (University of Western
Ontario).

Hillard, Joyce. The et of vertical and horizontal kicking practice in intermediate
swimming on water propulsion and selected measures of physical performance.
Completed Research in HPER 15: 1973, 149, (University of Utah).

Horne, Thomas. An analysis of procedures for developing and conducting college
and university SCUBA diving programs. Completed Research in HPEk 18:
1976, 123, (Ohio State University).

Huntzinger, Kathryn. Control differences between two scissor kick styles. Com-
pleted Research in HPER 16: 1974, 84, (Kansas State University).

Maggard, Robert. The effects of an intermediate swimming course on cardio-
reviratory fitness. Completed Research in IIPER 17: 1975, 58, (Eastern Ken-
tucky University).

Mansfield, John. The effcct of using videotape and loop films as aids in teaching the
breaststroke whip kick. Completed Research in HPER 15: 1973, 104, (Pennsyl-
vania State University).
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Manuel, Kathryn. A standardized knowledge test for a water safety instructor course.
Completed Research in HPER 18: 1976, 106, (Indiana University).

McEvoy, Joseph. Analysis of the individual medley swimming test. Completed
Research in HPER 18: 1976, 137, (Springfield College).

Merriman, John. The effects of augmented vision and the elimination of obnoxious
irritants on learning to swim. American Corrective Therapy Journal 26: Jan.-Feb.
1972, 3-6.

Nagafuehi, Reijiro. Comparison of the self-correcting approach to the American Red
Cross approach in teaching the American crawl stroke to fifth grade boys.
Completed Research in HPER 17: 1975, 99, (Temple University).

Nielson, Mark. Breathing techniques for American crawl swimming. Completed
Research in HPER 18: 1976, 198, (University of Utah).

Patterson, Gregory. A comparative study of the performance of black students in
beginning swimming using the Red Cross method and the Silvia method.. Cont-
pleted Research in HPER 15: 1973, 89, (North Carolina Central University).

Reeve, Thomas. The effects of training with hand-paddles on swimming perfor-
mance. Completed Research in HPER 15: 1973, 138, (Texas Technological
University).

Scott, James. The relationship between somatotypes and the ability of high school
boys to learn to swim. Completed Research in HPER 17: 1975, 60, (East
Tennessee University). .

Shoop, Linda. Comparisons ot videotape replay, instructional media, and traditional
teaching method on the learning of beginning swimming skills: Completed Re-
search in HPER 16: 1974, 141, (University of Texas at El Paso).

Sutton, Keith. The relationship of freestyle sprinting ability in swimming to selected
measurable traits. Completed Research in HPER 18: 1976, 131, (South Dakota
8tate University).

Tench, Jesse. Construction of swimming proficiency tests for university men and
women. Completed Research in HPER 18: 1976,126, (Old Dominion Universi-
ty).

Vradenburg, Vernon. Effects of skill progression variation, swimming technique,
and the use of a waist-type flotation device upon the performance of beginning
swimmers. Dissertation Abstracts, 4235-A, Feb. 1975.

Training

Bestor, Glenn. The effects of an isotonic weight training program on speed in three
competitive strokes in college swimming. Completed Research in HPER 15:
1973, 43, (University of Arkansas).

Gardiner, J. Bruce. Differences in flexibility between selected springboard divers,
gymnasts, and swimmers. Completed Research in HPER 15: 1973, 198,
(Springfield-College).

Gregor, John. The effect of a progressive weight training program on the perfor-
mance of swimming the 100-yard craW1 stroke of male and female competitive
swimmers between the ages of ten and sixteen. Dissertation Abstracts, 869-A,
Aug. 1974,

Handy, Albert. A comparative analysis of the water method and the nonwater
method ()I conditioning competitive swimmers. Completed Research in HPER
17: 197i, /1, (North Carolina Central University).

Healey, John. A comparative study to determine the relationship between plantar
flexion at the ankle joint and success in selected skills in swimming. Completed
Research in HPER 15: 1973, 149, (University of Utah).
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Jorndt, George. The effect of exercise on ankle flexibility and on three swimming
kicks. Dissertation Abstracts, 1118-A, Sept. 1973.

Riedle, Eric. A survey of practices of swimming coaches concerning weight training

programs. Completed Research in HPER 16: 1974, 46, (California State Univer-
sity at Sacramento).

Watkins, Edgar. A comparison of fundamentals of physical education, intermediate
swimming, and progressive weieht-training, within and between groups relative

to selected elements of fitness in females. Dissertation Abstracts, 4136-A, Feb.
1973.

Water Polo
Freas, Samuel. A study of selected variables in predicting water polo players' ability.

Completed Research in HPER 18: 1976, 135, (Springfield College).



NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL

The National Coaches Council was formed by the NAGWS to:

(I) provide a channel of direct coin nunication among coaches at all educational
levels

(2) assist in the formulation and dissemination of guiding principles, standards and
policies for conducting competitive sports programs for girls and women

(3) keep members informed of current coaching techniques and trends
(4) sponsor clinics and conferences in sports and coaching skills
(5) provide input from coaches to USCSC sports committees and representative

assembly
(6) promote cooperative efforts with other sports-centered organizations
(7) provide a united body for positive political action in the realin of girls' and

women's athletics.

Academies for 10 sports have been established. (Note the application blank for
specific listings). Membership in each Academy is open to any coach of girls' of
women's sports or any interested person. Annual dues for AAH PER members are
$10.00 per Academy. Non-AAHPER members pay $20.00 annually for member-
ship in one sport Academy and $10.00 for each additional Academy membership
desired. The $10.00 non-membership fee may be applied at any time toward
AAHPER membership.

Get involved . . . JOIN NOW.
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NAME

Sports Acader f the.NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL

National Assuoduon for Girls and Women in Sport ARIHR

1201 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

last
firm nill

ADDRESS

lip

,.elli111...PMENIOMPI

FOR OFFICE USE:

DT:. AMT:

CK:

AAHPER MEMBERS: Membership number as it appears on your journal label:

TeachinglCoaching level (please check): College_ Jr. College_ sigh School_ Jr. High_
Elementar. Other

Please check the academies you wish to join:* 13 Badminton 0 Basli,ethall 0 Field Hockey

0 Gymnastics 0 Softball 0 SwirnminglDiving 0 Synchronized Swimming

o Tennis 0 Track & Field 0 Vulleyball

I am willing to serve on an Academy committee: 0

*AAHPER members: $10.00 per Academy. Non-AAHPER members: $20,00 for one Academy., $10.00 each additional Academy.

$10.00 nonmembership fee may be applied at any time toward AAIIPER membership.

Please send AAHPER membership information: yes no

1



NAGWS SPORTS GUIDES COMMITTEES
INTEREST INDICATOR

The NAGWS Sport Guide Committee is endeavoring to broaden its base of
personnel and to strengthen services to Guide readers. The purpose of this form is to
offer readers an opportunity to join us in meeting this need. Please complete this form
and send it to the Associate Guide Coordinator, Geri Polvino, Eastern Kentucky
Universit), Richmond, KY 40475.

Name

Professional Address

City State ZIP Code

1. Check the Sport Committee(s) which would be of interest to you:
Aquatics

.._ Archery
__ Badminton
__Basketball
__ Bowling

Competitive Swimming
Cross-ccuntry Track

..._ Cross-country Skiing
_ Diving

2. Would you like to
interest?* _ Yes _ No

.__ Fencing

Field Hockey
Flag Foothall

....Golf
_._ Gymnastics

La::rosse
_ Orienteering

Racquetball
Skiing

serve as member of a

__Soccer
__Softball

Speedball

_ Squash.
Synchronized Swinimin::
Team Handball
Tennk

__ Track and Fidd
Volleyball

Water Polo

Sports Guide Committee of your

3. Would you consider submitting an article to a Guide Committee as a prospective
author? _ Yes _ No
Posk.ble topic or title

4. Can you suggest topics for articles which you would like to have included in future
Guides? (Please indicate sport.)

5. Are there others whom you would recommend for consideration as possible
committee members or authors? Please indicate below. (Use additional paper, if
necessary.)

Namc Sport(s)

Professional Address

City State Zip Code
Sports Committee N1emher o Prospective Author o (Cheek one)

*You may serve on only one Sport Guide Committee at a time.



NAGWS SPORTS LIBRARY

SELECTED SPORTS ARTICLES

Available for Archery, Basketball, Field Hockey, Gymnastics, Lacrosse, and Rid-
ing,

NAGWS AND AIAW SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
A1AW HANDBOOK AND DIRECTORY
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH INVOLVING FEMALE SUBJECTS
DGWS (now NAGWS) RESEARCH REPORTS II
NAGWS RESEARCH REPORTS III
FUNDAMENTALS OF ATHLETIC TRAINING FOR WOMEN
LEAGUE CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS FOR GIRLS IN-

TERSCHOLASTIC SPORTS (Suggested Guide)
MOTIVATION IN COACHING A TEAM SPORT
REGULATIONS FOR AWARDING FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENT

ATHLETES
RIDING STANDARDS
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS: COPING WITH CONTROVERSY

RELATED AAHPER PUBLICATIONS
Archery A Planning Guide for Group and Individual Instruction
Development of Human Values through Sports
Drugs and the Coach (rev. 1977)
Little Known Olympic Sports
New Ideas for Bowling Instruction
Nutrition for Athletes
Rules for Coeducational Activiti,:s and Sports
Selected Problems in Sports Safety
Sports Safety
Sports Safety II
Sports Skills Test Manuals (Archery, Basketball, Softball, Volleyball)
Tennis Group Instruction
The Winning Edge (Sports Psychology)

For current prices and order information, write AAHPER Promotion Unit, 1201
16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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